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We provide a general classification of template operators, up to next-to-leading order, that appear in
chiral perturbation theories based on the two flavor patterns of spontaneous symmetry breaking
SUðNFÞ=SpðNFÞ and SUðNFÞ=SOðNFÞ. All possible explicit-breaking sources parametrized by spurions
transforming in the fundamental and in the two-index representations of the flavor symmetry are included.
While our general framework can be applied to any model of strong dynamics, we specialize to composite-
Higgs models, where the main explicit breaking sources are a current mass, the gauging of flavor
symmetries, and the Yukawa couplings (for the top). For the top, we consider both bilinear couplings and
linear ones a` la partial compositeness. Our templates provide a basis for lattice calculations in specific
models. As a special example, we consider the SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ ≅ SOð6Þ=SOð5Þ pattern which corresponds to
the minimal fundamental composite-Higgs model. We further revisit issues related to the misalignment of
the vacuum. In particular, we shed light on the physical properties of the singlet η, showing that it cannot
develop a vacuum expectation value without explicit CP violation in the underlying theory.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.97.075028
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of a Higgs-like boson [1,2] at the LHC
experiments is one of the most remarkable scientific
successes of the beginning of the century, as it concludes
a 50-year-long difficult quest [3]. While our knowledge
of the properties of the new particle is increasing thanks to
the extraordinary effort of the experimental collaborations
[4–6], its true nature is still as elusive as ever. The lack of
signals of new physics in other searches at the LHC (and
other experiments) may be telling us that the Standard
Model (SM) is the correct model after all, or it may be
telling us that new physics may be either light and lurking
in signatures that are difficult to access or heavy and
difficult to produce at the LHC. The latter possibility can be
seen as an indirect support for theories where electroweak
(EW) symmetry breaking is induced by a confining force
at a few TeV scale. The time-honored idea of technicolor
[7,8], in fact, predicts that new resonances besides the
Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGB) eaten by the massive EW
gauge bosons should appear above a few TeV and be
weakly coupled to the SM (thus difficult to produce). While
early proposals did not have a light scalar that could play
the role of the 125 GeV Higgs, such a light scalar can
be obtained either as an additional pseudo-NGB (pNGB)
[9–11] or as a light resonance (whose lightness may derive
from an approximate infrared conformal behavior of the
theory [12–17]). The idea of a pNGB Higgs has recently
been revived via holographic realizations in extra dimen-
sions [18], which share common traits to gauge-Higgs
unification models [19–21].
Whilemost of the recent progress has been based either on
holography or on effective theories (see, for instance,
Refs. [22–24]), models that can be based on an underlying
theory have a special role to play. On the one hand, theymay
truly be addressing the hierarchy problem as no scalars are
present in the theory.1 On the other hand, they can be studied
on the lattice, thus providing quantitative predictions for
the phenomenology of the Higgs boson. In addition, the
symmetry-breaking pattern is linked to the properties of the
representation of the underlying fermions [25,26]: only
three cases exist, SUðNFÞ=SpðNFÞ, SUðNFÞ=SOðNFÞ, and
SUðNFÞ × SUðNFÞ=SUðNFÞ for pseudoreal, real, and com-
plex representations, respectively. The minimal composite-
Higgs model can be achieved for the first class withNF ¼ 4
[27]. A simple underlying theory based on a gauged SU(2)
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1This statement is, of course, incomplete unless a theory that
generates the coupling of fermions is also specified.
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has been proposed in Refs. [28,29] and studied on the lattice
[30–36] [preliminary results for an underlying Sp(4)
theory can be found in Ref. [37]]. Other theories widely
studied on the lattice are the ones that feature a lightCP-even
scalar resonance [38,39] (where the lightness is defined
by comparison to the other resonances, such as spin-1
ones). This state has been proposed as a candidate for
the discovered Higgs-like boson [12,15,40], even though it
is not clear if its couplings can really mimic the ones of
the SM Higgs [41]. A next-to-leading order (NLO) chiral
Lagrangian including the singlet has been presented
in Ref. [42].
Motivated by the great progress on the lattice, in this
work we focus on the construction of effective theories up
to NLO, which include the effect of spurions that explicitly
break the global symmetry of the theory. We limit our study
to spurions in up to two-index representations of the global
symmetry and provide a complete list of template operators
that can be used to construct the NLO counterterm operators
once the nature of the spurions is specified.We then focus on
spurions relevant for composite-Higgs models, namely a
current mass for the underlying fermions, the gauging of the
EW symmetry (embedded in the global symmetry), and the
sources generating the Yukawa coupling for the top quark.
The latter play an important role, as they usually are themost
relevant spurions in the theory. There are two distinct ways
to introduce such coupling: either via bilinear couplings to a
scalar operator or by linear couplings to fermionic operators.
The former follows the old proposal of extended technicolor
interactions [43], while the latter is based on the idea of
partial compositeness [44] which was also realized in
holographic models. In this work we will consider both:
note that, in terms of an underlying theory, both appear as
four-fermion interactions involving underlying fermions
and elementary ones. Realizing partial compositeness in
an underlying theory often requires the presence of two
distinct representations of the underlying gauge group, with
chromodynamics (QCD) interactions sequestered by one
and the job of EW symmetry breaking assigned to the other
[45,46]. An NLO chiral Lagrangian for this situation has
been constructed in Ref. [47], while preliminary lattice
results for the specific model of Ref. [48] can be found in
Refs. [49–51]. The main role of the spurions for the
phenomenology of the composite Higgs is to misalign the
vacuum toward EW symmetry breaking.
Up to now, the global symmetry GF has been assumed to
be only spontaneously broken by the condensation of the
strong sector to a subgroupHF. All alignments ofHF within
the global symmetry are equivalent from the point of view of
the confining force. However, when explicit breaking
sources external to the strong dynamics are present, one
direction may be preferred. Furthermore, the sources may
also break HF explicitly: the prime example is QCD where
the current masses and the gauging of electromagnetism
explicitly break SUðNFÞV down to Uð1ÞEM, generating a
mass for the pNGBs, i.e. the pions. In composite-Higgs
models, the explicit breaking sources are crucial to misalign
the vacuum with respect to the EW gauge sector and,
therefore, to drive EW symmetry breaking and give mass
to the Higgs (and additional pNGBs).
The misalignment between the EW preserving and
physical vacua is conveniently parametrized by an angle,
θ [11], and the physical vacuum, Eθ, can be written as
Eθ ¼ UθEUTθ ; ð1Þ
where E is an EW preserving vacuum, and Uθ is a rotation
matrix of GF connecting the two vacua. In Eq. (1), we have
assumed that the underlying fermions are pseudoreal or real,
in which case the vacuum is an antisymmetric or symmetric
matrix. The interpretation of the angle θ is simple, as it can be
directly linked to the electroweak scale as sin θ ¼ v=f, f
being the decay constant of the pNGBs. Thus, the limit
θ ≪ 1 corresponds to a pNGBHiggs, while for θ ¼ π=2we
have a technicolor model where v ¼ f. The value of the
angle θ (as well as the form of the EWpreserving vacuumE)
will be determined by the interplay between the spurions
of the theory.
In general, the vacuum may be misaligned along more
than one direction, and not just along the Higgs one. This
can easily be implemented by rotating the vacuumE (or Eθ)
with other rotations in GF parametrized by the appropriate
(broken) generators. Loosely, the misalignment can be
thought of as a vacuum expectation value for some of
the pNGBs, even though this formalism does not respect
the shift symmetry of the theory along the rotated vacuum
and is thus dangerous.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
the chiral perturbation theory based on the two patterns
of symmetry breaking: SUðNFÞ=SOðNFÞ and SUðNFÞ=
SpðNFÞ. We introduce generic spurions belonging to the
fundamental and to the two-index representations of the
flavor symmetry and classify, up to NLO, the nonderivative
operators. We then specialize to the three main explicit
breaking sources in composite-Higgsmodels. In Sec. III, we
give a concrete example with the minimal fundamental
composite-Higgs model based on SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ. We discuss
thevacuumalignmentwhenNLOcontributions are included
as well as the properties of the additional pNGB singlet, η.
We finally present our conclusions in Sec. IV. More details
about the classification of the relevant operators and a
complete list of templates are given in the Appendixes.
II. CHIRAL PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
PSEUDOREAL AND REAL REPRESENTATIONS
The chiral perturbation theory that we introduce in this
section is intended to parametrize the low-energy physics
of some strongly coupled hypercolor (HC) gauge theories.
We focus on the sector of the theory that is responsible for
the breaking of the EW sector of the SM with the aim of
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providing a dynamical symmetry breaking and solving the
hierarchy problem of the Higgs mass. Thus, the matter
content consists of fermions, and their representation under
the HC interactions completely determines the pattern of
global symmetry breaking [25] of the model. In particular,
NF Weyl fermions in a real or pseudoreal representation
lead to a global symmetryGF ¼ SUðNFÞwhich can only be
spontaneously broken to HF ¼ SOðNFÞ or HF ¼ SpðNFÞ,
respectively. Note that NF is necessarily even for pseudor-
eal representations to avoid Witten anomalies [52], while
no constraint applies to the real case. If the representation is
complex, NF Weyl fermions need to be accompanied by
equally many antifermions to cancel gauge anomalies,2 and
the global GF ¼ SUðNFÞ × SUðNFÞ can only be sponta-
neously broken to the diagonal subgroup SUðNFÞD, exactly
as in QCD. After spontaneous breaking, the Weyl fermions
pair into massive Dirac fermions, with the dynamical mass
leaving the HC symmetry,GHC, unbroken. In the case of an
odd number of Weyl fermions3 in a real representation of
GHC, instead, the dynamics generates a gauge-invariant
Majorana mass.
Note that underlying models with a different gauge group
and fermionic representationsmay lead, at low energy, to the
same chiral perturbation theory, i.e. to the same global
symmetry-breaking pattern. Furthermore, the number of
fermions NF is constrained by the fact that the unbroken
global symmetry needs to contain the EW gauge symmetry
of the SM extended to the full custodial symmetry,
GEW ¼ SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY ⊂ SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR ⊂ HF, and a
Higgs doublet candidate in the coset. Under these condi-
tions, the minimal coset with an underlying fermionic origin
is SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ [27], which can be generated by a GHC ¼
SUð2Þ gaugegroupwith fourWeyl fermions transforming as
doublets [28,29]. The next-to-minimal cosets are GF=HF ¼
SUð6Þ=Spð6Þ [53], SUð5Þ=SOð5Þ [11,48], and SUð4Þ ×
SUð4Þ=SUð4ÞD [54] for the pseudoreal, real, and complex
cases, respectively.We focus here on the real and pseudoreal
cases as they can be described by a chiral Lagrangian of the
same form, and they are associated with the smallest viable
cosets. Moreover, the complex case is the one associated
with QCD, and it has already been explored in great detail in
the literature [55–58]. We leave the number of flavors, NF,
free in order to remain as general as possible.
Besides the spontaneous breaking ofGF due to the strong
dynamics, the global symmetries are also explicitly broken
by the interactions with the elementary states of the SM: the
EW gauge interactions and the interactions giving rise to
the top mass are the prime examples. Note also that, as the
theories we study are vectorlike with respect to the SM
gauge interactions (and also nonchiral with respect to the
HC interactions), a bare mass term for the fermions can
(and should) always be added. The explicit breaking terms
can be thought of as spurions that transform under both the
global symmetry,GF, and the SM symmetries (both gauged
and global). The fact that they are not dynamical fields
explicitly breaks GF. They will play a crucial role for the
alignment of the condensate with respect to the EW
symmetries.
In the following, we first present the chiral Lagrangian
associated with the real and pseudoreal cases [59,60] up to
NLO in the chiral expansion. Then, we parametrize the
effect of the explicit breaking interactions in the chiral
perturbation theory through generic spurionic fields.
Finally, we specialize to the explicit-breaking sources
appearing in composite-Higgs models, namely a current
mass for the fundamental fermions, the gauging of GEW,
and the linear or bilinear couplings between the elementary
top quark and the strong sector.
A. Chiral Lagrangian up to NLO
In this section, we present the NLO chiral perturbation
theory for the real and pseudoreal cases. Both give rise to an
SUðNFÞ global symmetry, NF ≥ 4, and they can, therefore,
be described within a unified framework. We will para-
metrize the NGBs in terms of a linearly transforming
matrix, Σ, which is symmetric under flavor indices of GF
for the real case and antisymmetric for the pseudoreal one.
We finally remind the reader that the chiral expansion is in
terms of powers of the momentum pμ of the NGBs. At LO,
i.e. order p2, the chiral Lagrangian reads
L2 ¼
f2
8c2r
Tr½ðDμΣÞ†DμΣ þ
f2
8c2r
Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ†; ð2Þ
where f is related to the decay constant of the NGBs,4 and
the complex matrix χ (and the covariant derivative Dμ)
contain scalar (and axial/vector) sources. Following
Ref. [61], we introduce a normalization factor cr (equal
to
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
for real representations, and 1 for pseudoreal) so that
the relation between f and the EW scale, v, is the same for
all models.5
The NGBs, GAˆ, are parametrized by the matrix Σ as
follows:
Σ≡ expð2 ﬃﬃﬃ2p criGAˆXAˆ=fÞE; Σ → gΣgT; ð4Þ
2We assume that the theory is vectorlike with respect to the SM
gauge quantum numbers, so that an EW preserving vacuum is
allowed.
3However, this class of models can no longer be considered as
vectorlike gauge theories [25,26].
4By expanding the kinetic term in Eq. (2), one obtains the
relation to the decay constant defined by
hvacjJ Aˆμ ð0ÞjGBˆðpÞi ¼ ipμ
fﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
cr
δAˆ Bˆ; p2 ¼ 0: ð3Þ
5In the technicolor limit, f ¼ v. This is valid if the EW
symmetry is embedded in Spð2Þ ∼ SUð2Þ subgroups of SpðNFÞ
and SO(4) subgroups of SOðNFÞ.
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where E is a matrix giving the orientation of the vacuum
withinGF, andXAˆ are the corresponding broken generators.
In the absence of explicit breaking of the global symmetry,
all the vacua are equivalent. The brokenXAˆ and unbrokenSA
generators are defined by the following relations:
XAˆE − EðXAˆÞT ¼ 0; SAEþ EðSAÞT ¼ 0; ð5Þ
and are normalized according to Tr½SASB ¼ 1=2δAB and
Tr½XAˆXBˆ ¼ 1=2δAˆBˆ.
The covariant derivative is defined as follows:
DμΣ≡∂μΣ− ijμΣ− iΣjTμ ; jμ≡vAμSAþaAˆμXAˆ; ð6Þ
where vμ and aμ are the vector and axial sources, respec-
tively. It is convenient to define the field strength tensor
jμν ¼ ∂μjν − ∂νjμ → gjμνg†.
Note that, apart from the NGB matrix, Σ, the other fields
appearing in the Lagrangian are external sources that
transform in complete representations of GF. They should
not be confused with the spurions that we will introduce in
the next section, because they do not break the global
symmetries of the strong dynamics. The transformation
properties under GF of the NGB matrix and of the external
sources, as well as their chiral counting, are summarized in
Table I.
The NLO chiral Lagrangian at order Oðp4Þ is given
by [62]
L4 ¼ L0Tr½DμΣðDνΣÞ†DμΣðDνΣÞ† þ L1Tr½DμΣðDμΣÞ†2 þ L2Tr½DμΣðDνΣÞ†Tr½DμΣðDνΣÞ†
þ L3Tr½DμΣðDμΣÞ†DνΣðDνΣÞ† þ L4Tr½ðDμΣÞðDμΣÞ†Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ†
þ L5Tr½ðDμΣÞðDμΣÞ†ðχΣ† þ Σχ†Þ þ L6Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ†2 þ L7Tr½χΣ† − Σχ†2 þ L8Tr½χΣ†χΣ† þ Σχ†Σχ†
− iL9Tr½jμνDμΣðDνΣÞ† − jTμνðDμΣÞ†DνΣ þ L10Tr½ΣjTμνΣ†jμν þ 2H1Tr½jμνjμν þH2Tr½χχ†; ð7Þ
where the coefficients Li and Hi are low-energy constants
(LEC) that only depend on the strong dynamics and can be
computed on the lattice once the details of the underlying
theory are specified. The above Lagrangian is expressed in
a particular basis where we remove the redundant oper-
ators6 in complete analogy with the Gasser and Leutwyler
[58] Lagrangian for the complex case.
B. Generic spurionic operators
The chiral Lagrangian can be completed by introducing
explicit breaking terms of the flavor symmetry, GF: in the
following, we will employ the spurion technique by
defining nondynamical spurions, Ξ, that transform as
complete representations of GF. We will limit ourselves
to the lowest-dimensional representations with up to two
indices, so that the subscripts F, A, S, and Adj indicate, in
the following, the fundamental, antisymmetric, symmetric,
and adjoint representation, respectively. The spurions also
carry quantum numbers related to the SM gauge and global
symmetries. Being agnostic of their origin, we will over-
look this in this section, together with their proper counting
in the chiral expansion: we will, thus, classify the operators
based on the number of spurions. We will then specialize to
the quantum numbers and chiral counting for various
models of composite Higgs in the next section. Note that,
sometimes, it will be convenient to embed one, or more,
elementary SM fields in the definition of the spurion, as we
will see in concrete examples in the next section.
Spurions in representations up to two GF indices are
sufficient to describe all the composite-Higgs models we
TABLE I. Properties of the NGB matrix, Σ, and of the external sources, aμ, vμ, and χ. The representations under the unbroken global
symmetry,HF, are shown in general for the real (R) and pseudoreal (PR) cases as well as for the minimal composite-Higgs models based
on SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ and SUð5Þ=SOð5Þ. The chiral counting is also given in the last column.
Transformation HF reps (PR) HF reps (R)
Fields under GF SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ SUð5Þ=SOð5Þ Counting
Σ Σ → gΣgT Oðp0Þ
DμΣ DμΣ → gðDμΣÞgT OðpÞ
χ χ → gχgT Oðp2Þ
jμ ¼ vμ
jμ → gjμg† þ igð∂μgÞ† OðpÞjμ ¼ aμ
jμν jμν → gjμνg† Same as jμ Oðp2Þ
6When the number of flavors,NF, is small, the Caley-Hamilton
relations may be used to remove additional redundant operators.
The equations of motion have also been used to remove two other
operators.
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are interested in. In Table II we list the spurions with their
transformation properties. We found it useful to construct,
out of these spurions, objects that transform like the adjoint,
as they are convenient building blocks for GF-invariant
operators. We also truncate the classification to operators
with up to four spurions. Without a proper chiral counting
this restriction may seem arbitrary. However, as we will see
in the following, it is enough to derive all the NLO
operators we are interested in. We are now armed to build
a general basis of operators: the results we present here and
in the Appendixes are for the case of pseudoreal repre-
sentations for which Σ is an antisymmetric matrix. The case
of real representations, for which Σ is symmetric, can easily
be derived by exchanging ΞA ↔ ΞS in the operators. Using
the properties of the spurions, one finds that the only
operator involving one spurion is Tr½ΞAΣ† þ H:c. Using
the convenient forms, operators with two spurions can be
straightforwardly constructed, and they are listed in
Table III. The classification of operators with three and
four spurions is more involved; thus we reported details and
results in Appendix C.
Explicit models can contain more than one spurion
transforming under the same GF representation that is
distinguished by their SM quantum numbers; thus the list
of operators we present here are to be considered a template
to build explicit operators in specific models. Operators that
are singlet under the SM symmetries correspond to a
potential for the NGBs that will fix the alignment of the
vacuum in the GF space. Operators that are not singlets,
however, need to be coupled to SM fields; alternatively, one
can embed the SM fields in dynamical spurions that,
therefore, may carry Lorentz indices and spin. Operators
containing derivatives can, in principle, be inferred system-
atically from the nonderivative ones as explained in
Appendix C. We finally remark that the list of operators
derived from the above templates may contain redundant
operators, which need to be eliminated case by case if one
wants to identify the minimal number of independent LECs
in the model. As already mentioned, the chiral counting of
each operator crucially depends on the physical origin of the
spurions, and this will be discussed in the following section.
C. Explicit breaking sources in composite-Higgs models
Having at our disposal a complete basis of nonderivative
operators involving up to four spurions (see Table III and
Appendix C), we now specify the sources of explicit
breaking that are relevant in the context of composite-
Higgs models. We focus on the following possibilities:
(i) A current mass for the underlying fermions ψ .
In general, this spurion transforms in the same
representation of the NGB matrix, Σ. The maximally
symmetric case corresponds to a common mass with
the flavor structure aligned to the EW preserving
vacuum, E.
(ii) The gauging of the EW symmetry,GEW ¼ SUð2ÞL×
Uð1ÞY ⊂ GF. Note that, in general, additional gaug-
ing is allowed if the flavor symmetry, GF, is large
enough: for instance, the SUð3Þc of QCD may be
included [63], or additional non-SM gauge sym-
metries. Examples of the latter are a U(1) symmetry
broken on the EW-preserving vacuum, E, in the
SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ case [27], or duplicates of the SM
gauge symmetries in little-Higgs models [53,64].
(iii) A SM-like bilinear coupling between the elementary
top quark multiplets and the strong dynamics: Qtc
couples to a scalar operator of the strong sector OQt
that has the same quantum numbers as the Higgs
doublet in the SM. Note that the coset may allow for
more than one doublet, so that multiple choices for
OQt within the NGB matrix are allowed.
(iv) Linear couplings a` la partial compositeness [44]
between the elementary top quark multiplets and the
strong dynamics: Q and tc couple separately to the
fermionic operators OQ and Ot, respectively.
A detailed list of all the relevant spurions can be found in
Table IV. These sources of explicit breaking generate masses
for the gauge bosons and SM fermions, as well as a potential
for the NGBs and in particular for the Higgs boson. Four-
fermion interactions among the SM fermions are also
generated in the same formalism. The potential determines
TABLE II. Transformations underGF of the generic spurions in
the fundamental and two-index representations. Convenient
combinations of these spurions with the NGB matrix, Σ, are
also shown, transforming as X → gXg†, as they allow one to
easily construct the explicit operators. The tensor product ()
allows one to define a two-index matrix out of a fundamental and
an antifundamental, F  F†.
Spurions Transformation Convenient form
ΞF ΞF → gΞF ΞF  Ξ†F, ΣΞF  ΞTFΣ†
ΞF  ΞTFΣ†, ΣΞF  Ξ†F
ΞS=A ΞS=A → gΞS=AgT ΞS=AΣ†, ΣΞ
†
S=A
ΞAdj ΞAdj → gΞAdjg† ΞAdj, ΣΞTAdjΣ†
TABLE III. Operators with one or two spurions ΞS=A, ΞF, and
ΞAdj and no derivatives.
No Σ Linear in Σ Quadratic in Σ
One
spurion
Tr½ΞAΣ† þ H:c:
Two
spurions
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=A Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjþH:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†A
Tr½Ξ2Adj ΞTFΣ†ΞF þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†2 þ H:c:
Ξ†FΞF Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†
þH:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
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the alignment of the vacuumwithin the flavor symmetry,GF,
thus allowing for a spontaneous breaking of the EW
symmetry and for mass generation for some of the NGBs
(that thus become pseudo-NGB, or pNGB, in the following).
The time-honored result is that the top loops, associated with
(iii) and (iv), have the correct sign to destabilize the Higgs
potential, while the current mass and the EWgauging cannot
break GEW alone. The vacuum alignment in the presence of
the above spurions and in the context of the minimal
SUð4Þ=Spð4Þmodel will be discussed in detail in Sec. III C.
The underlying fundamental theory involving the hyper-
fermions, ψ , dictates the form and the properties of the
spurions. We start, therefore, from the fundamental inter-
actions in order to derive the chiral counting of the spurions
as well as their general properties. These underlying
properties imply that a large number of operators present
in the general classification are not anymore allowed in
these specific cases. In the following, we describe in detail
the underlying properties of the composite-Higgs spurions.
The complete NLO basis of nonderivative operators is
reported in Appendixes A and B where more details on its
derivation are given.
1. Current mass
Let us start with the simplest source of explicit breaking,
namely a current mass for the hyperfermions. At the
fundamental level, the relevant Lagrangian is given by
Lm ¼ −
1
2
ðψM†ψ þ ψ†Mψ†Þ
¼ − 1
2
ðmψEψ þmψ†E†ψ†Þ: ð8Þ
In the second equality, we consider explicitly the max-
imally symmetric case where the mass matrix is aligned to
the EW preserving vacuum E: this is not an arbitrary
choice, as the mass term itself generates a potential that
aligns the vacuum inside GF. In other words, it is the mass
term that fixes the matrix E. With the maximally symmetric
choice, the mass term explicitly breaks GF to HF,
thus giving mass to all the NGBs. Additional terms
further breaking HF are also possible, and they can be
parametrized as additional mass parameters proportional
to other EW preserving directions in the vacuum E0i, so
that in general the mass term can be written as
M ¼ mEþPiδmiE0i. In chiral perturbation theory, the
spurion associated with the mass transforms as the NGB
matrix Σ [as it can be inferred from Eq. (8)], and it can be
introduced as a vacuum expectation value for the scalar
source, χ, that we introduced in Eqs. (2) and (8). It is
defined as follows:
χ ≡ 2B0M ¼ 2mB0E; ð9Þ
with B0 being a positive LEC.
From Table III, we derive the LO operator (with one
spurion) involving χ. Note that this operator has the same
form as the second term in Eq. (2) once we replace the
scalar source with the spurion defined in Eq. (9).
Expanding to second order in the Goldstone fields, we
get for the pNGB mass M2G ¼ 2B0m, and thus χ counts as
Oðp2Þ. The NLO operators involving the mass spurion, χ,
can be derived in the same way starting from our general
basis of operators. Due to the counting of χ, a great
simplification appears at NLO: only the operators with
two spurions need to be considered. The result is reported
in Appendix A and is in agreement with Eq. (8) providing a
first check of our procedure to derive all the nonderivative
NLO operators starting from our template list.
2. Gauging of flavor symmetries
We now turn to the second obvious source of explicit
breaking, i.e. the gauging of the EW symmetry, GEW ⊂ GF.
At the fundamental level, the fermions are minimally
coupled to the SM gauge bosons via a covariant derivative
Lgauge¼ iψ†σ¯μDμψ ; Dμ¼∂μ−igTALWAμ −ig0TYBμ: ð10Þ
Note that the generators TAL and TY are written as matrices
in the GF space. However, they are not normalized as the
GF generators in Eq. (5) but in order to reproduce the
correct transformation properties of each of the components
of ψ . For each gauged generator, thus, one can define a
spurion transforming as the adjoint of GF, ΞAAdj ¼ gTAL and
ΞYAdj ¼ g0TY , that also transforms as the adjoint represen-
tations of the gauge groups. In the chiral expansion, they
inherit the same counting as derivatives, i.e.OðpÞ. It is also
TABLE IV. Spurions parametrizing the explicit breaking
sources appearing in composite-Higgs models. The representa-
tion of the partial-compositeness spurions depends on the trilinear
baryon involved in the linear couplings, i.e. on the flavor
representation of Oq;t. Then i ¼ fF;A; S;Adjg.
Explicit
breaking
General
form
Explicit
form GSM Counting
Current mass ΞA χ ð1; 1Þ0 Oðp2Þ
Gauging SUð2ÞL ΞμAdj gTALWμA ð1; 1Þ0 OðpÞ
ΞAAdj gTAL ð1; 3Þ0 OðpÞ
Gauging Uð1ÞY ΞμAdj g0TYBμ ð1; 1Þ0 OðpÞ
ΞAdj g0TY ð1; 1Þ0 OðpÞ
Top bilinear Ξ†A ytP
αðQαtcÞ† ð1; 1Þ0 Oðp2Þ
Ξα;†A ytP
α ð1; 2Þ−1=2 OðpÞ
Partial compositeness Ξi ytLPαqQ†α ð1; 1Þ0 OðpÞ
Ξαi ytLPαq ð3; 2Þ1=6 Oð
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p Þ
Ξi ytRPttc† ð1; 1Þ0 OðpÞ
Ξi ytRPt ð3¯; 1Þ−2=3 Oð
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p Þ
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convenient to define a spurion that contains the gauge
fields, i.e. ΞμAdj ¼ gTALWAμ þ g0TYBμ, that can be introduced
by replacing the vector and axial sources as jμ → ΞμAdj; see
Eq. (6). The LO and NLO operators containing EW gauge
fields can easily be read off from Eqs. (2) and (8).
The effect of the gauging also appears in nonderivative
operators that can be built in terms of the spurions ΞAAdj and
ΞYAdj: technically, they should be thought of as counterterms
necessary to regulate loops of gauge bosons. Thus, besides
the counting of the chiral expansion, one needs to add loop
suppression factors in order to correctly estimate the impact
of such operators. The LO operators, containing two
spurions and thus appearing at Oðp2Þ, read
Vð2Þg ¼ Cg

g2F SUð2Þloop f
2 Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†
þ g02FUð1Þloop f2 Tr½TYΣðTYÞTΣ†

; ð11Þ
where there appears a singleLEC,Cg, that depends on theHC
dynamics. The two factors, F loop, contain the details of the
loop of elementary gauge bosons: as for both groups we need
to consider massless gauge bosons, the loop factors are
approximately the same, and they can be estimated to be [65]
F loop ∼
1
16π2
Λ2HC ∼ f2; ð12Þ
where the Λ2HC ∼ ð4πfÞ2 factor comes from the quadratic
divergence of the loop. Thus, the loop suppression is
compensated by the quadratic sensitivity to the cutoff
of the effective theory, and the operators can be estimated to
Vð2Þg ¼Cgðg2f4Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†þg02f4Tr½TYΣðTYÞTΣ†Þ:
ð13Þ
It is natural to expect that the contribution of the gauge bosons
cannot break the gauge symmetry bymisaligning thevacuum
[66,67]; thus we can assume Cg > 0. Following the chiral
counting,NLO termsaregeneratedwith four spurions and are
proportional to the gauge couplings to the fourth power.
However, due to the smallness of the gauge couplings, one
can realistically restrict to order g2 and g02, as it is done in
QCD [68,69]. Furthermore, we would like to remind the
reader that thegaugingof additional gauge interactions can be
introduced in a similar way as done for the EW ones. A
complete list of NLO nonderivative operators containing
gauge spurions can be found in Table V in Appendix A.
Finally, we would like to point out that the effect of the
gauging of additional symmetries within GF, such as QCD
or beyond-the-SM symmetries, can be included by adding
appropriate terms to Eqs. (11) and (13). No additional
LECs are needed, as long as the masses of the additional
gauge bosons are generated by the condensation itself.
3. Top couplings
The third source of explicit breaking relevant for
composite-Higgs models that we consider is due to
couplings between the elementary top quarks and the
strong sector. Two main possibilities are available: cou-
plings that are either bilinear or linear in the SM fields, with
the latter realizing the partial compositeness paradigm.
Linear couplings, however, always need an extension of the
underlying theory as, minimally, hyperfermions charged
under QCD are needed in order to generate QCD-colored
bound states. This can be done either by sequestering the
QCD interactions to a sector containing a different HC
representation [45,46] or by adding heavy flavors in QCD-
like theories [63]. In either case, the fermionic operators
that couple linearly to tops are made of three hyper-
fermions. Another possibility to achieve partial compos-
iteness is to add hypercolored scalars, so that the linear
couplings arise as renormalizable Yukawa couplings in the
underlying theory; see Refs. [70–72]. In all cases, the top
partners always appear in a representation of GF with one
or two indices, and thus we will restrict ourselves to these.
Bilinear couplings.—At the fundamental level, we assume
that the top mass is generated by the following operators:
Lbilineart ¼
X
i
yt;i
Λnt;i
ðQαtcÞ†OαQt;i þ H:c:
¼
X
i
yt;i
Λ2t;i
ðQαtcÞ†ψTPαi ψ þ H:c:; ð14Þ
where Λt;i ≥ ΛHC are scales independent from the strong
sector,7 and α ¼ 1, 2 stands for the index of an SUð2ÞL
doublet. In the second equality, we assume that the scalar
operators, OQt;i, originating from the strong sector, are
fermionic bilinears, thus leading to four-fermion operators.
The projectors, Pαi , select the SUð2ÞL-doublet components
of ψTψ with hypercharge −1=2: in general there may be
several possibilities, and for an explicit example with four
independent couplings, we refer the reader to Ref. [54].
Note that one can write different types of operators where
the spurion transforms as Σ, with OQt;i ¼ ψ†P¯αi ψ; how-
ever, the physical results are the same as the matrix Σ is
always symmetric or antisymmetric.
The spurion encoding the explicit breaking is
Ξα;†A ¼
P
iyt;iP
α
i , transforming as a doublet of SUð2ÞL with
hypercharge −1=2, so that it always needs to appear in pairs
in order to build gauge-invariant operators. Similar to what
we did for the gauging, we define a single spurion including
elementary fields that readsΞQt;†A ¼
P
iytiP
α
i ðQαtcÞ†. Then,
7The scales Λt;i need to be, at least, larger than the cutoff of the
effective theory, because they correspond to additional inter-
actions that may affect the low-energy properties of the strong
dynamics. For an explicit example, see Ref. [73].
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the LO operators associated with the bilinear spurion are
given by [27,29]
Lð2Þt ¼Cyf
X
i
yt;iTr½ΣPαi ðQαtcÞ†þH:c:

−Ctf2F
top
loop
X
i
yt;iTr½ΣPαi 
X
i
yt;iTr½P†i;αΣ†

;
ð15Þ
where the form of the second operator derives from the fact
that it is generated by loops of elementary tops. Only two
LECs are needed: one relative to the operators generating a
mass for the top (the former), and one for the NGB potential
(the latter). Note that the dependence on the scales Λt;i,
whichmay contain a large anomalous exponent if the theory
is conformal above ΛHC, can be embedded in a redefinition
of the couplings yt;i without loss of information. In some
cases the presence of many possible alignments of the
doublet within the NGB matrix is superfluous as a trans-
formation ofGF may be used to change basis (i.e. reshuffling
the hyperfermions ψ ) and write a smaller number of
couplings without affecting other spurions. Assuming that
the top, mt, and Higgs (pNGB) masses are naturally of the
same origin, we can impose the following counting for the
spurions: ytPαðQαtcÞ† ∼Oðp2Þ and ytPα ∼OðpÞ. Note that
the two spurions do not have the same counting contrary to
the gauge ones. Similar to the gauge boson loops, the loop
factor for massless tops can be approximated by Eq. (12),
where color and other factors are embedded in the LEC, Ct.
At NLO, the Oðp4Þ Lagrangian contains five new
operators contributing to the potential (for simplicity we
omit the sums, so that
P
iyt;iP
α
i → ytP
α),
Lð4Þt ⊃ −
y4t f6
Λ2HC
fCt1ðTr½ΣPαTr½P†αΣ†Þ2
þ Ct2Tr½ΣPαΣPβTr½P†αΣ†P†αΣ†
þ Ct3Tr½P†αΣ†P†βPγΣPδðδγαδδβ þ δγβδδαÞ
þ ðCt4Tr½ΣPαTr½ΣPβTr½P†αΣ†P†βΣ† þ H:c:Þ
þ ðCt5Tr½ΣPαΣPβTr½P†αΣ†P†βΣ† þ H:c:Þg; ð16Þ
where the first three operators are self-Hermitian. Three
additional operators contain one insertion of the hyper-
fermion mass spurion,
Lð4Þt ⊃ −
y2t f4
Λ2HC
fCt6ðTr½χΣ†P†αPαTr½P†αΣ†χPαÞ
þ Ct7Tr½χΣ†Tr½P†αΣ†Tr½ΣPα
þ Ct8Tr½P†αΣ†Tr½Σχ†ΣPα þ H:c:g: ð17Þ
Other operators involving gauge couplings are also present
and listed in Table VII in Appendix A.
Linear couplings a` la partial compositeness.—Let us now
consider the second way of giving mass to the top quark by
means of linear couplings of the elementary top fields
to fermionic operators of the strong dynamics (partial
compositeness),
LPCt ¼
X
i
ytL;i
Λnt;i
QαOαQ;i þ
X
j
ytR;j
Λnt;j
tcOt;j þ H:c:; ð18Þ
where the sums span over all the possible operators and, as
for the bilinear case, the interactions are generated at scales
Λt;i ≥ ΛHC. We will assume that the operators are made of
three underlying fermions, as it happens in all explicit
examples [45,46,48,63]; the linear couplings will thus
correspond to four-fermion operators.8 As previously
mentioned, the operators need to contain at least one
hyperfermion that carries QCD color, which we denote
as X, and which corresponds to a different HC representa-
tion or to heavy flavors. As a consequence, either one or
two ψ ’s are allowed: the former case corresponds to the
fundamental of GF, while the latter corresponds to two-
index representations. The fundamental can also be
obtained in models with scalars [70,71].
Spelling out the various cases, the linear couplings can
thus be rewritten as follows:
LPCt ¼
8>>>><
>>>>:
ytL
Λ2t
Q†αðψ†PαQψX†Þ þ
ytR
Λ2t
tc;†ðψ†PtψX†Þ þ H:c:; ΞQ;αA=S ¼ ytLPαQ;ΞtA=S ¼ ytRPt;
ytL
Λ2t
Q†αðψTPαQψX†Þ þ
ytR
Λ2t
tc;†ðψTPtψX†Þ þ H:c:; ΞQ;α;†A=S ¼ ytLPαQ;Ξt;†A=S ¼ ytRPt;
ytL
Λ2t
Q†αðψ†PαQψX†Þ þ
ytR
Λ2t
tc;†ðψ†PtψX†Þ þ H:c:; ΞQ;αAdj ¼ ytLPαQ;ΞtAdj ¼ ytRPt;
ytL
Λ2t
Q†αðPαQψ†X†X†Þ þ
ytR
Λ2t
tc;†ðPtψ†X†X†Þ þ H:c:; ΞQ;αF ¼ ytLPαQ;ΞtF ¼ ytRPt:
ð19Þ
8There is also the possibility of a hyperfermion/hypergluon bound state. However, this is unlikely because it would require the
hyperfermion to be in the adjoint representation of HC, thus making the theory lose asymptotic freedom.
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Note that with the preceding definitions the spurions have
the same transformation properties as the left-handed
composite operators and of the left-handed SM quark
fields. We recall that for each operator representation under
GF, there may be several possibilities to embed the top
partners, and thus an index i should be intended in the
preceding expressions. Furthermore, for the adjoint case,
the right-handed top, tc, may be associated with the singlet
of GF. Finally, the case of models with scalars, S, charged
under HC can be recovered by replacing XX → Λ2tS in the
case of the fundamental. The projectors PαQ and Pt select
the components of the bound state that have the same
quantum numbers as the elementary SM tops. In the
following, for simplicity, we will assume that the new
physics generating the four-fermion interactions will only
generate mixing to a single representation of GF, or
equivalently that the top mass is dominantly generated by
a single operator. A more general case has been discussed at
LO in Refs. [74,75], and it leads to the presence of a plethora
of operators.
The couplings of the underlying theory in Eq. (19)
generate, in the confined phase, linear mixing of the
elementary tops to fermionic resonances (i.e. top partners).
On top of this, effective operators are generated in terms of
the spurions defined above: in the following wewill assume
that the leading contribution to the top mass is generated by
the operators. This assumption is valid as long as the top
partners are heavier than the NGB decay constant, f, and
thus cannot be included as light states in the low energy
chiral Lagrangian.
The LO operators contributing to the top mass, for all the
choices of spurion representations, are given by the
following expressions:
ytLytRf
4π
ðQαtcÞ† ×
8>>><
>>>:
CyA;1Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ† þ CyA;2Tr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†; A
CySTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†; S
CyAdjTr½PαQΣPTt Σ†; Adj
CyFTr½ðPαQ · PTt ÞΣ†; F
ð20Þ
plus theHermitian conjugate. The factor of1=4π derives from
applying naive dimensional analysis (NDA) as explained in
Refs. [76,77]. Note that, as expected, the preceding operators
involve both spurions ytL and ytR in order to generate the top
mass, and that only case A involves two independent
operators. The case of the right-handed top mixing to the
singlet can be used only if the left-handed tops are in the
antisymmetric representation (as that is the only case with an
operator containing a single spurion; see Table III), andwe do
not consider it in the following because of nonminimality.
Similarly, we can construct the operators contributing to
the potential for the NGBs. At leading order, there exist
operators involving only two spurions for the case of the
antisymmetric and adjoint representations,
Lð2Þt;PC ¼ −
f4
4π
×
(
CtAðy2tLTr½PαQΣ†Tr½ΣP†Qα þ y2tRTr½PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†t Þ; A
CtAdjðy2tLTr½P†QαΣPαTQ Σ† þ y2tRTr½P†tΣPTt Σ†Þ; Adj
; ð21Þ
where a factor of 1=4π comes from NDA. The only consistent chiral counting that allows for these operators to appear at
LO,Oðp2Þ, is that the Yukawa couplings ytL=R count as p. Note that this chiral counting is consistent with the appearance of
the NDA factor in Eq. (20), as the top mass operator would appear at chiral order Oðp3Þ.
For the spurions in the symmetric and fundamental representations, the leading operators contain at least four spurions,
leading to the following expressions:
Lð2Þt;PCjS ¼ −CtS;1
f4
ð4πÞ2 ðy
4
tLTr½PαQΣ†PβQΣ†Tr½ΣP†QαΣP†Qβ þ y4tRTr½PtΣ†PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†tΣP†t 
þ y2tLy2tRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†QαΣP†t Þ − CtS;2
f4
ð4πÞ2 ðy
4
tLTr½PαQΣ†PβQP†QγΣP†Qσðδγαδσβ þ δσαδγβÞ
þ y4tRTr½PtΣ†PtP†tΣP†t  þ y2tLy2tRðTr½PαQΣ†PtP†QαΣP†t  þ Tr½PαQΣ†PtP†tΣP†QαÞÞ; ð22Þ
for the symmetric S, and
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Lð2Þt;PC

F
¼ −CtF
f4
ð4πÞ2 ðy
4
tLTr½PαQ · PβTQ Σ†Tr½ΣPQβ · P†Qα
þ y4tRTr½Pt · PTt Σ†Tr½ΣPt · P†t 
þ y2tLy2tRTr½PαQ · PTt Σ†Tr½ΣPt · P†QαÞ; ð23Þ
for the fundamental F.9
At NLO, many more operators are generated, as listed in
Appendix A. For reasons of space, we will limit ourselves
here to the operators generated in the case of the symmetric
representation. For the potential, mixed operators involving
two Yukawas with the mass spurion or the gauge couplings
arise at the same level as the leading pure Yukawa ones
listed above. There exist only one operator with a mass
insertion,
Lð4Þt;PC

S
⊃ −CtS;3
f4
Λ2HC
ðy2tLTr½χΣ†PαQP†Qα
þ y2tRTr½χΣ†PtP†t Þ þ H:c:; ð24Þ
and four involving gauge couplings,
Lð4Þt;PC

S
⊃ −CtS;4
f4
Λ2HC
Tr
h
ΞSΣ†ΞAdj
i
Tr
h
ΣΞ†SΞ
†
Adj
i
− CtS;5
f4
Λ2HC
Tr
h
ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ
†
SΞ
†
Adj
i
− CtS;6
f4
Λ2HC
Tr
h
ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΞAdjΣΞ
†
S
i
−

CtS;7
f4
Λ2HC
Tr
h
ΞSΞ†SΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
i
þ H:c:

;
ð25Þ
where we have left implicit all the possible combinations of
Yukawas and gauge couplings.
III. MINIMAL SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ MODEL
In this section, we apply the machinery developed in
the previous section to the coset SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ. This is the
minimal composite-Higgs framework with underlying
four-dimensional fermionic realizations [27]. Models based
on this coset have been studied from an effective point
of view in Refs. [78–80], and the coset has also been
used to construct minimal technicolor models in
Refs. [27–29,45,46].
The most minimal underlying fermionic model is based
on a confining SU(2) gauge group with four Weyl fermions
transforming under the fundamental representation of the
new gauge group [28,29]. Since the fundamental repre-
sentation of SUð2Þ ∼ Spð2Þ is pseudoreal, the fermion
sector has an enhanced global symmetry, SU(4). The
condensate forming due to the new strong dynamics then
breaks this global symmetry spontaneously to Sp(4), as
confirmed from lattice simulations [30,31]. The spectrum
of this theory has also been extensively studied on the
lattice [33–36]. Preliminary lattice studies based on a
HC Sp(4)10 have also been recently published [37].
In the following, we will revisit the operator analysis that
we detailed in the previous section focusing in particular on
the potential generated for the NGBs of the model.
A. Electroweak embedding
The full custodial symmetry of the SM, SUð2ÞL×SUð2ÞR,
is embedded in SU(4) by identifying the left and right
chiral generators to be
TAL ¼
1
2

σA 0
0 0

and TAR ¼
1
2

0 0
0 −σTA

; ð26Þ
where σi are the Pauli matrices. The generator of the
hypercharge is then further identified with the diagonal
generator of the SUð2ÞR group, Y ¼ T3R.
As discussed in Ref. [29], there are two inequivalent real
vacua that leave the SM chiral group invariant, E, and we
denote the one breaking the EW subgroup completely to
the electromagnetic Uð1ÞQ by EB. They can be explicitly
written as
E ¼

iσ2 0
0 iσ2

; EB ¼

0 1
−1 0

; ð27Þ
where we chose the normalization to be real.
In general the vacuum can be written as the superposition
of the EW preserving and breaking ones, and the physical
properties of the NGBs generically do not depend on the
choice of the EW preserving vacuum E. We will see later
in this section that, in some cases, the choice of the EW-
preserving vacuum is related to some properties of the
spurions. Following Refs. [27,29], in this paper we use E−
and parametrize the vacuum as
Eθ ¼ UθE−UTθ ¼ cos θE− þ sin θEB;
Uθ ¼

cos θ
2
iσ2 sin
θ
2
iσ2 sin
θ
2
cos θ
2

∈ SUð4Þ; ð28Þ
9For simplicity we assumed that the LECs are the same for
operators that only differ on the type of spurion insertion, PαQ or
Pt. More generally, however, differences may arise due to
combinatorics of different origins in the underlying theory of
the operators.
10Purely fermionic underlying theories of partial composite-
ness need at least a Sp(4) hypercolor gauge symmetry.
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where the angle θ describes the misalignment of the
unbroken Sp(4) with respect to the EW embedding and
is generated by an SU(4) rotation Uθ associated with the
generator of the Higgs.
The (nonlinearly realized) scalar variable describing the
dynamics of the NGBs associated with the above breaking
pattern and the vacuum Eθ can then be written, in the
unitary gauge, as a matrix [27],
Σ0 ¼ U02 · Eθ ¼ exp

2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
i
f
ðhY4ˆ þ ηY5ˆÞ
	
· Eθ
¼

cos
x
f
1þ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
i
x
sin
x
f
ðhY4ˆ þ ηY5ˆÞ
	
· Eθ; ð29Þ
with x ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h2 þ η2
p
. The matrix Σ0 transforms linearly
under the flavor symmetry SU(4). The matrix U0 [trans-
forming nonlinearly under SU(4)] contains the NGBs along
the vacuum Eθ, and the matrices Y4ˆ;5ˆ are two of the broken
generators associated with the Higgs and additional singlet,
η (while the remaining three generators are associated with
the exact NGBs eaten by the W and Z bosons). Note that
the normalization we chose for the decay constant, f, is
different from the one adopted in Refs. [27–29] by a factor
of 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
as we follow the prescription defined in Eq. (2) such
that f ¼ v= sin θ. In this way, θ ¼ π=2 corresponds to the
technicolor limit where v ¼ f.
B. Explicit form of the SU(4) spurions
We can now explicitly write the relevant spurions
introduced in Sec. II C in the case of the coset
SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ. Let us start by the current mass: this spurion
does not explicitly break the SM gauge symmetry; thus it
needs to be proportional to the EW preserving vacua,
χ ¼ 2B0

m1iσ2 0
0 m2ð−iσ2Þ

¼ 2mB0E− þ 2δmB0Eþ;
ð30Þ
where we define m¼ðm1þm2Þ=2 and δm ¼ ðm1 −m2Þ=2.
In order for the EW preserving vacuum to be aligned with
E−, we need to impose δm≪ m because it is the potential
generated by the mass term that will fix the preferred
alignment of the vacuum. Note that both the term propor-
tional to m and the one proportional to δm are invariant
under (different) Sp(4) subgroups, while the presence of
both nonzero values leaves a common SUð2Þ × SUð2Þ
subgroup unbroken. In this sense, the parameter δm can
be thought of as a (small) explicit breaking of the Sp(4)
symmetry in the confined phase. Remarkably, the signs of
the mass terms (which thus decide which EW preserving
vacuum is chosen) are arbitrary as they are associated
with the unphysical phases of the underlying fermions: in
fact, one could also choose complex masses, thus select-
ing a complex (but still CP conserving) vacuum. The
physics of the NGBs will be the same. This fact is very
important when studying the vacuum misalignment in the
model, and we will provide explicit examples at the end of
this section.
The spurions corresponding to the EW gauging
including the elementary fields can be written as
ΞμEW ¼ gTALWAμ þ g0T3RBμ with the explicit forms already
given in Eq. (26).
For the top bilinear spurions, transforming as A†, we
have ΞQt ¼ ytPαðQαtcÞ†, and there is a unique choice for
the projectors P1;2 given by [27,29]
P1 ¼ 1
2
0
BBBB@
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA; P2 ¼
1
2
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA:
ð31Þ
The uniqueness is due to the presence of a single (bi)
doublet among the NGBs.
In the case of partial compositeness, we can write
the spurions as ΞQ¼PiytiLPαQiQα and Ξt ¼PiytiRPti tc:
the two sets of projectors, PαQi and Pti , thus select the
components of the fermionic operator of the strong
dynamics that match the quantum numbers of the left-
handed doublet and the right-handed singlet, respectively.
We recall that an additional Uð1ÞX charge needs to be
included in order to fix the hypercharge of the top partners,
so that the SM hypercharge is defined as Y ¼ T3R þ X.
For the fundamental representation (that has XF ¼ 1=611)
there is only one choice available as clearly seen from
the decomposition of the SU(4) representation under
SUð2ÞL×SUð2ÞR, i.e. 4→ð2;1Þ⊕ð1;2¯Þ, and the projectors
P1;2Q and Pt are given by
P1Q1 ¼
0
BBB@
1
0
0
0
1
CCCA; P2Q1 ¼
0
BBBB@
0
1
0
0
1
CCCCA; Pt1 ¼
0
BBBB@
0
0
1
0
1
CCCCA: ð32Þ
We recall that in the above case, tc belongs to an SUð2ÞR
antidoublet, and that the partial-compositeness couplings
will violate the extended custodial symmetry needed to
11This charge assignment refers to the partner of Q. For tc the
charge assignment is opposite in sign, together with the color
assignment. Recall that we always refer to the left-handed
components following the fact that the underlying theories are
defined in terms of left-handed Weyl spinors.
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protect the Z coupling to left-handed bottom quarks [81].
For the antisymmetric (XA ¼ 2=3) the decomposition reads
6 → ð2; 2¯Þ ⊕ ð1; 1Þ ⊕ ð1; 1Þ, and thus there is a single
choice for the doublet, but two for the singlet:
P1Q ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BBBB@
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA; P2Q ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA;
Pt1 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
1
CCCCA; Pt2 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BBBB@
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA:
ð33Þ
Note that Pt2 − Pt1 is aligned with the vacuum E−, so it
corresponds to a singlet of Sp(4) along the EW preserving
vacuum, while Pt1 þ Pt2 is part of a 5-plet together with the
doublet. We want to stress that this assignment is relative to
the choice of vacuum, as, for instance,Pt1 þ Pt2 corresponds
to the singlet for theEþ vacuum. In general, the right-handed
top will couple to a linear combination of the two spurions,
i.e. with a generalized projector,
Pt ¼ APt1 þ BPt2 ; with jAj2 þ jBj2 ¼ 1: ð34Þ
The relative phase of the two coefficients, however, can be
rotated away by the use of an SU(4) transformation along the
generator X5ˆ associated with the singlet in the EW preserv-
ing vacuum E−. This corresponds to a relative phase
redefinition of the two hyperfermion doublets: therefore,
only if a mass term is present can this phase have physical
effects, as we will see in a later section. Noteworthy, the
real parts cannot be removed without affecting the gauge
spurions.
For the symmetric (XS ¼ 2=3), the decomposition reads
10→ ð2; 2¯Þ þ ð3; 1Þ þ ð1; 3Þ: for both doublet and singlet
there is a single choice, with the singlet associated with the
neutral component of the SUð2ÞR triplet. The projectors are
similar to the PαQ and Pt1 of the antisymmetric by
replacing −1 → 1.
Finally the adjoint (XAdj ¼ 2=3) decomposes as
15→ ð2; 2Þ þ ð2¯; 2¯Þ þ ð3; 1Þ þ ð1; 3Þ þ ð1; 1Þ, and thus
there are two options for both left- and right-handed
tops:
P1Q1 ¼
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA; P2Q1 ¼
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA;
Pt1 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1
CCCCA; P1Q2 ¼
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA;
P2Q2 ¼
0
BBBB@
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
CCCCA; Pt2 ¼
1
2
0
BBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1
CCCCA: ð35Þ
Note that in terms of Sp(4), the adjoint decomposes
into one symmetric and one antisymmetric: we find that
PQ1 þ PQ2 and Pt1 project states in the symmetric [with
tc in an SUð2ÞR triplet], while PQ2 − PQ1 and Pt2 in the
antisymmetric. For both left- and right-handed tops, the
projector is a superposition of the two:
PQ ¼ AQPQ1 þ BQPQ2 ;
Pt ¼ AtPt1 þ BtPt2 ; with
jAQ=tj2 þ jBQ=tj2 ¼ 1: ð36Þ
For the doublet combination PQ the relative phase of the
two coefficients can be removed by the same SU(4)
rotation (along X5). For the right-handed top, the two
coefficients are always physical as they mix a singlet and a
triplet of SUð2ÞR. Note also that along the other EW-
preserving vacuum Eþ, the role of the two combinations
of doublet embeddings, PQ1  PQ2 , are reversed.
C. Vacuum alignment
We study the vacuum alignment induced by the breaking
terms that have been discussed previously. The purpose is to
isolate cases where the misalignment angle, θ, is sufficiently
small, but nonzero, to comply with composite-Higgs mod-
els. The most general form (up to NLO) of the potential can
be inferred from the tables in Appendix A and takes the
following form:
VðθÞ ¼ c1s2θ þ c2s4θ þ c3cθ þ c4cθs2θ: ð37Þ
We use here and in the following the shorthand notations
sx ≡ sin x and cx ≡ cos x. Note that only a nonzero current
mass may induce the coefficients c3 and c4. Moreover, c3 is
generated by LO and NLO operators (including mixed
contributions), while c4 arises only at NLO. The coefficients
c2 comes only fromNLO operators containing gauge and/or
top spurions, while the remaining coefficient c1 may be
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generated by all the three sources of explicit breaking
starting from LO gauge and top operators.
For simplicity, let us discuss first the LO effects of each
explicit breaking source independently. As discussed in
Sec. II C 2, the gauge contributions alone are not able to
break the EW symmetry. In particular, the LO gauge
operators in Eq. (11) correspond to c1> 0, c2¼c3¼
c4¼0, such that the minimum of the potential is at θ ¼ 0.
For the LO mass contribution, Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ†, we have
c3 ≠ 0 positive or negative, while c1 ¼ c2 ¼ c4 ¼ 0, and
the minimum is, thus, either at θ ¼ 0 or at π=2 depending on
the sign of c3. Finally, the LO top contribution, Eq. (15),
corresponds to c1 < 0, c2 ¼ c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 0 such that the
minimum is at θ ¼ π=2.
The challenge in composite-Higgs models is to generate
a small misalignment (θ ≪ 1) in order to have a small
hierarchy between the EW and the compositeness scale,
v ≪ f. To depart from the EW preserving vacuum (θ ¼ 0)
and from the technicolor limit (θ ¼ π=2), one needs to
consider several explicit breaking sources at the same time.
To this end, let us focus on two simplified scenarios:
(i) A potential generated only by the gauge and top
explicit breaking interactions such that the current
masses are set to zero, and we have c3 ¼ c4 ¼ 0. In
that case, the breaking of the EW symmetry is driven
by the coefficient c2, and one needs to include the
NLO contributions to the potential. This scenario is
commonly used in composite models with partially
composite tops based on holography [22,82].
(ii) A potential generated by gauge and top spurions as
well as a nonzero current mass. In this case, it is
enough to restrict to the LO contributions, and we
thus assume c2 ¼ c4 ¼ 0. This scenario is well
known, and we refer to Ref. [27] for details. Here
we just briefly outline this scenario for comparison.
In case (i), the minimization of the potential in Eq. (37)
leads to
∂V
∂θ ¼ 2cθsθðc1 þ 2c2s
2
θÞ ¼ 0: ð38Þ
Setting aside the limit where the EW symmetry remains
unbroken (θ ¼ 0) as well as the technicolor limit
(θ ¼ π=2), the third extremum corresponds to s2θ ¼ − c12c2
for which VðθÞ ¼ −c21=ð4c2Þ. This extremum is the global
minimum of the potential only if c2 > 0 and c1 < 0 (as
expected; see Ref. [27]). Moreover, a small misalignment
angle requires jc1j ≪ jc2j. As we will see, this requirement
can be obtained in several ways depending on the top
coupling representation.
For case (ii), the minimization of the potential leads to
∂V
∂θ ¼ sθ½2c1cθ − c3 ¼ 0: ð39Þ
Focusing again on the EW breaking vacuum alignment
(θ ≪ 1), the potential is extremized for cθ ¼ c32c1 where
VðθÞ ¼ ð4c21 þ c23Þ=4c1. A small misalignment implies
jc3j ≃ j2c1j. Moreover, for the extremum to be the global
minimum, one needs jc3j ≲ j2c1j, where c1;3 < 0, or c1 < 0
and c3 > 0.
Let us now explore in detail how the scenario (i) could
be realized when NLO contributions are taken into
account. In practice this requires obtaining jc1j≪ jc2j
in a natural way.
1. Hierarchy between the LECs (jCt=C0tj≪ 1)
This case relies on the usual hypothesis that the top
loops are the dominant contributions to the coefficients c1
and c2 and, for some reason, the strong dynamics leads
to jc1=c2j ≪ 1. In other words, the LECs associated with
the operators generating c1 need to be suppressed. For
simplicity, one can neglect the gauging of the SM as its
effect is negligible in comparison to the top quark
contributions. Moreover, let us consider a bilinear cou-
pling as an example. The potential takes the following
form:
VðθÞ ¼ −Cty2t f4s2θ þ C0ty4t f4s4θ; ð40Þ
where the positive coefficients Ct and C0t are functions of
the different LECs associated with the operators in
Table VII. Note that the discussion can also be applied
to all the linear couplings as they also generate the
coefficients Ct and Ct0 (for reference to the vast literature
on this topic we refer the reader to the reviews in
Refs. [22–24]). To get a small misalignment requires
jCt=y2t C0tj ≪ 1; i.e. some cancellation should happen at
LO making that contribution comparable to if not smaller
than the NLO one. In models inspired by holography this
is achieved by assuming that the main contribution to the
LECs comes from top and top partner loops and that other
UV effects are negligible [83]. We remark, however, that
this is a very specific assumption, and not all models
(especially with an underlying gauge-fermion theory) will
respect it.
2. Linear coupling in the symmetric
representation (ytL ≲ ytR )
Choosing a symmetric representation for the left- and
right-handed top couplings, one finds that the LO con-
tributions generate c1 and c2 at the same order in the chiral
expansion. This is due to the fact that the Goldstone matrix
is antisymmetric (pseudoreal case) such that the LO
operators involve four top spurions (see Table X).
For simplicity, let us first consider operators of the
general form Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†SΣΞ†S. The correspond-
ing potential is given by the operators in Eq. (22),
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V1ðθÞ ¼ CtS;1
f4
ð4πÞ2

y4tLTr½PαQΣ†PβQΣ†Tr½ΣP†QαΣP†Qβ
þ y4tRTr½PtΣ†PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†tΣP†t 
þ y2tLy2tRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†QαΣP†t 

¼ CtS;1f
4
ð4πÞ2 ½y
4
tLs
4
θ þ y4tRc4θ þ y2tLy2tRc2θs2θ; ð41Þ
such that c1 ¼CtS;1f4ðy2tRy2tL −2y4tRÞ=ð16π2Þ and c2 ¼
CtS;1f4ðy4tL þy4tR −y2tRy2tLÞ=ð16π2Þ. Achieving c1 < 0 and
c2 > 0 is fairly easy as long as ytL ≲
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ytR . Note that a
small misalignment angle is achieved by tuning the value of
ytL close to the upper bound. Using the constraint on the top
mass coming from Eq. (20), we can express the Higgs mass
as a function of the two relevant LECs and the misalign-
ment angle as follows:
m2h ¼ 48
CtS;1
C2yS
m2top
ð ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ10 − 6c4θp þ 2Þ ∼
12CtS;1
C2yS
m2top þOðθ4Þ;
ð42Þ
while the singlet remains massless [79] (a mass can easily
be generated by adding current masses). We see that a small
enhancement in CyS, or an order 1=10 suppression in CtS;1,
is sufficient to achieve the measured value of the Higgs
mass. The second type of operators that follow the template
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΞ†SΣΞ†S provide an additional term in the poten-
tial proportional to s2θ,
CtS;2f4
ð4πÞ2
6y4tL − y
2
tLy
2
tR − 2y
2
tR
4
s2θ; ð43Þ
which adds up to c1 and might help relieve the tension in
the alignment and Higgs mass if CtS;2 < 0.
For completeness, we also report the expression for the
top mass and linear couplings to the NGBs,
ðQ1tcÞ†

mtop þ
mtop
v

c2θ
cθ
h − i
sθ
cθ
η

þ   

;
mtop ¼ CyS
ytLytRcθsθ
4π
f; ð44Þ
where we remark the presence of a coupling of the
pseudoscalar singlet η to tops.
D. Masses and couplings of the pNGBs
The general potential presented in Eq. (37) can be further
expanded to obtain the masses for the pNGBs (Higgs and η)
as well as the couplings among them. We find that, if all the
coefficients and couplings are real, the four terms corre-
spond to universal functions of the fields:
Vðθ; h; ηÞ ¼
X4
i¼1
cifiðθ; h; ηÞ þ
X3
i¼1
c0if
0
iðθ; h; ηÞ: ð45Þ
The four functions fi correspond to the four basic functions
appearing in the potential in Eq. (37), while the three
functions f0i contain additional contributions to the mass
and couplings of the singlet η that arise in special cases.12
For simplicity, in the following we will neglect these
special contributions and set c0i ¼ 0. Up to trilinear cou-
plings, the functions fi read
f1ðθ;h;ηÞ¼s2θþ2cθsθ
h
f
þc2θ
h2
f2
−s2θ
η2
f2
−
4
3
cθsθ
h
f
ðh2þη2Þ
f2
þ;
f2ðθ;h;ηÞ¼s4θþ4cθs3θ
h
f
þ2s2θð1þ2c2θÞ
h2
f2
−2s4θ
η2
f2
−
4
3
cθsθð1−4c2θÞ
h3
f3
−
20
3
cθs3θ
hη2
f3
þ;
f3ðθ;h;ηÞ¼cθ−sθ
h
f
−
1
2
cθ
ðh2þη2Þ
f2
þ1
6
sθ
h
f
ðh2þη2Þ
f2
þ;
f4ðθ;h;ηÞ¼cθs2θþ
1
2
sθð1þ3c2θÞ
h
f
þcθ

1−
9
2
s2θ

h2
f2
−
3
2
cθs2θ
η2
f2
−sθ

13
12
þ27
12
c2θ

h3
f3
−
7
12
sθð1þ3c2θÞ
hη2
f3
þ:
ð46Þ
We can thus trade three of the coefficients, say c1, c2,
and c3, for the value of the misalignment angle at the
minimum, θ, and the masses of the Higgs, mh, and of the
singlet, mη,
c1 ¼ −
m2hf
2
4c2θ
−
f2m2η
8c2θ
ð1þ 3c2θÞ −
c4
cθ
; ð47Þ
c2 ¼
f2m2h
2s22θ
−
f2m2η
8c2θ
þ c4
2cθ
; ð48Þ
c3 ¼ −f2m2ηcθ − c4s2θ: ð49Þ
12f01 arises in cases where the potential contains constant
pieces, f02 when the potential consists of s
2
θ or s
4
θ terms, and both
are only present when the top spurions are embedded into two
different Sp(4) representations of a given SU(4) spurion; f03
corresponds to potential terms cθ and cθs2θ, and it receives
contributions from NLO operators containing the mass spurion
in Table V.
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With these, we can thus predict the value of the trilinear
coupling of the Higgs bosons and the coupling between the
singlet and the Higgs:
gh3 ¼
m2h
2v
c2θ
cθ
þm
2
η
2v
s4θ
cθ
−
c4
f3
s3θ; ð50Þ
ghη2 ¼
ðm2η −m2hÞ
2v
s2θ
cθ
−
c4
f3
sθ: ð51Þ
Case (i), which includes the results for the symmetric top
partner representation, is recovered for c4 ¼ 0 and mη ¼ 0.
The fact that the singlet remains massless is to be expected,
and a mass can be generated by adding a current mass that
will generate a nonzero c3. In case (ii) obtained for
c2 ¼ c4 ¼ 0, the condition c2 ¼ 0 imposes the well-known
relation between the masses mh ¼ mηsθ: this was already
shown at LO for a bilinear top coupling agreeing with
Ref. [84]. Here we show that the relation also holds for any
linear coupling up to two-index representations.
The trilinear couplings in Eqs. (50) and (51) are relevant
for the phenomenology of the composite Higgs. It is well
known that the modifications of the Higgs couplings to
fermions and gauge bosons with respect to the SM ones
are small, as corrections scale with s2θ ∼ v2=f2. On the
other hand, the Higgs trilinear coupling may receive larger
corrections. In Fig. 1 we show contours of the trilinear
coupling normalized to the SM value as a function of mη
and sθ (for c4 ¼ 0). Sizable modifications are only present
for large sθ ≥ 0.2, with an increase of the couplings for
large singlet masses. The effect of the trilinear coupling on
di-Higgs production via gluon fusion is shown in the left
panel, where we plot contours of the cross section at the
LHC with a center of mass energy of 14 TeV [85].
Interestingly, the cross section is always reduced with
respect to the SM ones: the solid (dashed) contours
correspond to bilinear top couplings (linear top couplings)
for which the top coupling to the Higgs is rescaled by a
factor cθ (c2θ=cθ) with respect to the SM value. The case of
linear couplings to the fundamental representation follows
the bilinear case. Note that we do not consider here
operators generated by the strong dynamics that couple
the composite Higgs directly to gluons. The coupling of the
Higgs to two singlets in Eq. (51) is shown in Fig. 2. If the
mass of the singlet η is smaller than half the Higgs mass,
this coupling will contribute to nonstandard decays of the
Higgs, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. Bounds on this
branching ratio are obtained from global fits of the Higgs
properties, independently on the decay modes of the
singlet: the current bound from the Higgs data combination
after Run-I is at 34% [86], and thus is unable to probe the
parameter space, while projections for the high luminosity
phase with a data set of 3 ab−1 estimate the reach to 10%
[87]. We remark that dedicated searches for h → ηη may
give stronger bounds, but depend on the final states the
singlets decay into.
1. ηtt¯ coupling
A coupling of the singlet η to tops may be generated from
the same operator that generates the top mass, as we have
seen in Eq. (44). This coupling is phenomenologically very
important as it opens new decay modes for the singlet,
besides the diboson final states from the Wess-Zumino-
Witten anomaly [27,29], and induces gluon fusion at one
loop thus enhancing its production at hadron colliders [84].
The ηtt¯ coupling is not present at LO for bilinear top
FIG. 1. Right panel: trilinear Higgs coupling normalized to the SM value as a function of mη and sθ (for c4 ¼ 0). Left panel: contours
of the di-Higgs cross section via gluon fusion at the LHC@14 TeV, normalized to the SM one. The continuous lines correspond to
bilinear top couplings and linear couplings in the fundamental representation, and the dotted lines correspond to linear couplings in two-
index representations.
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couplings nor in the case of linear coupling with funda-
mental top-partner representation. However, it appears at
NLO in mixed operators involving mass and top spurions.
For instance, for the bilinear case we have [29]
ytTr½PαΣTr½Σχ†ðq¯LαtRÞ þH:c:
¼ −4ytB0sθ

cθðm1 þm2Þ þ iðm1 −m2Þ
η
f
þ   
	
ðt¯LtRÞ
þH:c: ð52Þ
and similarly for the other mixed operators. Note that the
coupling is proportional to the Sp(4) violating current mass.
Interestingly, couplings that do not need such violation are
generated by higher-order operators containing all types of
spurions [84].
The situation is different for linear couplings to two-
index representations. For the symmetric, we already found
in Eq. (44) that a coupling of the singlet proportional to the
top mass is generated. For the other two representations the
situation is more complex due to the fact that the embed-
ding of the elementary top fields within the top partner
representation is not unique. For the antisymmetric, two
possible embeddings of the singlet are allowed. Using the
spurion defined in Eq. (34), the mass of the top is given by
the first line in Eq. (20),
mtop;A ¼
ytLytR
4π
ðCyA;1 þ 2CyA;2ÞðB − AÞfcθsθ; ð53Þ
wherewe see that only the component of the spurion aligned
with the Sp(4) singlet (along the vacuum E−) contributes.
From the same operator, we derive the couplings,
L ⊃ −mtop t¯t

1þ c2θ
cθ
h
v
þ   

− i
mtop
fcθ
Bþ A
B − A
ηt¯γ5tþ    ;
ð54Þ
where we see that the coupling of the singlet is only
generated by the component of the right-handed top aligned
with the singlet inside the Sp(4) 5-plet. Via the same
mechanism, couplings of the single to a top partner and a
top are also generated [88]. A similar situation occurs for the
adjoint, where for both doublet and singlet two possible
embeddings are allowed. Using the spurions in Eq. (36), the
top mass given by the third line in Eq. (20) reads
mtop;Adj ¼
ytLytR
4π
CyAdj
×

ðAQ þ BQÞBt þ
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðBQ − AQÞAt

fcθsθ:
ð55Þ
The above result can easily be interpreted: when the right-
handed top is aligned with the singlet of SUð2ÞR [i.e. in the
5-plet of Sp(4) ofE−] the doublet is projected on the 10-plet,
while when the right-handed top is in the SUð2ÞR triplet
(which is part of the 10-plet) the doublet is projected on the
5-plet. The couplings acquire the form
L ⊃ −mtop t¯t

1þ c2θ
cθ
h
v
þ   

− i
mtop
fcθ
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðBQ − AQÞBt þ ðBQ þ AQÞAtﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðAQ þ BQÞBt þ ðBQ − AQÞAt
ηt¯γ5tþ    ;
ð56Þ
FIG. 2. Right panel: Higgs coupling to η normalized to the SM Higgs trilinear coupling as a function of mη and sθ (for c4 ¼ 0). Left
panel: contours of the branching ratio BRðh → ηηÞ for singlet mass below threshold. The continuous lines correspond to bilinear top
couplings and linear couplings in the fundamental representation, and the dotted lines correspond to linear couplings in two-index
representations.
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wherewe see that a coupling to the singlet η is not generated
only when the left- and right-handed tops are in different
Sp(4) representations.
2. Vacuum expectation value of η, CP-violation,
and the choice of vacuum
So far we have only considered a vacuum misaligned
along the direction of the Higgs. However, in general, we
should also consider a misalignment along the direction of
the singlet η. This can be done by rotating the vacuum with
an SU(4) transformation along X5ˆ,
Uα ¼ e
ﬃﬃ
2
p
iαX5ˆ ¼

eiα=2 0
0 e−iα=2

∈ SUð4Þ; ð57Þ
where α is related to the vacuum expectation value of the
singlet. Remarkably, it appears as a phase, in accordance to
the fact that η is a pseudoscalar. This corresponds to a
change in the relative phase of the two hyperfermion
doublets, and it will affect the phase associated with the
current mass, if present. Thus, the presence of the phase in
the vacuum is correlated to a phase in the current mass. One
can always make the simplifying assumption of real masses
and thus start with a real vacuum. As a consistency check,
one can verify that a tadpole for η is generated by the
current mass spurion if a phase is present:
Tr½χΣ† þ H:c: ¼ 8B0 Imðm1 −m2Þ
η
f
þ    : ð58Þ
Once other spurions are included, it is always the phase of
the current mass term that generates a tadpole for η: this is
clearly seen as the gauge couplings are real, while the two
Yukawas ytL and ytR can be made real
13 by choosing the
phase of the elementary quark fields.
The situation is different in cases, such as partial
compositeness with tops in the antisymmetric or adjoint
representations, where more than one embedding is pos-
sible for the same SM elementary field: physical phases
may remain as not all couplings can be made real by a
phase shift of the fermion fields. We will first consider in
detail the case of the antisymmetric. As before, we para-
metrize the spurion for the right-handed top following
Eq. (34), allowing for a phase between the two coefficients.
The potential generated by the LO operator in Eq. (21)
gives, up to linear terms in the fields,
VA ¼ 2CtAf4ðjB − Aj2y2tRc2θ þ y2tLs2θÞ
þ 4CtAf3ðy2tL − jB − Aj2y2trÞcθsθh
þ 8CtAf3Im½ABy2tRcθηþ    : ð59Þ
From the equation above, we clearly see that a tadpole for
the singlet is present only if a relative phase between the
two coefficients A and B is present. As already commented
above, such a phase can be removed by the SU(4) rotation
Uα, and in the absence of a current mass one can use this to
remove it from the Lagrangian. In other words, the vacuum
expectation value of the singlet η is not physical as it is
associated with an arbitrary phase that can be removed from
the theory (this point was missed in the discussion in
Ref. [79]). The only situation where a tadpole for η could be
physical is when both a current mass and a phase in the
right-handed top spurion are present. As a misalignment of
the vacuum along the singlet would imply the presence of a
CP violating phase in the vacuum, this result shows that the
only way to achieve this is to add a CP violating phase in
the underlying theory. Thus, no spontaneous CP violation
via the vacuum misalignment, or pNGB vacuum expect-
ation value, is possible. We checked that the same con-
clusion can be drawn for the adjoint representation: the
tadpole reads
VAdj ¼ 4CtAdjf3Im½AQBQy2tLcθηþ    ; ð60Þ
thus it is again proportional to the only phase that can be
removed by Uα. A mass mixing is also present and
proportional to the same phase. Another related point is
the presence of a mixing between the Higgs boson, h, and
the singlet, η, in the potential: we checked that the mixing is
also proportional to the same phase generating the tadpole.
This mixing, which is only physical in theories with
explicit CP violation, has been used in Ref. [89] to reduce
the fine-tuning in the Higgs mass.
Another case where a misalignment along the singlet
direction is needed is when the potential generates a
negative mass squared for η in the absence of a tadpole.
This situation can occur for real coefficients; however, it is
a diagnostics that the initial choice of the EW preserving
vacuum is not correct. As an example, we reconsider the
case of partial compositeness with the antisymmetric
representation. As mentioned in Ref. [88], if the right-
handed top is mostly aligned with the Sp(4) 5-plet, i.e.
Bþ A > B − A in our notation, the singlet may develop a
vacuum expectation value via a negative squared mass (for
real coefficients). However, this situation can be inverted by
changing the EW preserving vacuum from E− to Eþ by use
of a Uα transformation with α ¼ π=2 (plus an overall phase
shift). This shows that the vacuum expectation value of the
singlet (that generates α) is unphysical in this case too, as it
corresponds to an inappropriate choice of the vacuum.
13Note that the phase appearing in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix does not play any role here, as we are dealing
with overall phases carried by the Yukawas.
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It is well known from QCD [57,90] that CP violation can
also occur spontaneously via a phase generated by the
strong dynamics, resulting in CP violating interactions of
the pNGBs [91]. This also applies to the models under
discussion. The presence of a physical effect depends,
however, on the number of nonvanishing spurions in the
theory: the phases of the pre-Yukawas can always be
removed by redefining the phases of the elementary spinors
if only one embedding for the left-handed and right-handed
top is present. Thus, as in QCD, the strong θ-phase can be
removed from the theory only if at least one underlying
fermion is massless, i.e. m1 ¼ 0 or m2 ¼ 0 in our case.
IV. CONCLUSION
To date, composite-Higgs models remain a valid alter-
native to the SM and to supersymmetric models in
describing the physics of the discovered Higgs boson.
One of the tools we have to explore the physics of
composite Higgses is the construction of effective theories.
In this work, we offer an exhaustive classification of
template operators that can be used to construct effective
Lagrangians, up to NLO in the chiral expansion, for models
based on the symmetry breaking patterns SUðNFÞ=SpðNFÞ
(with NF even) and SUðNFÞ=SOðNFÞ. The main interest of
these two patterns is that they can be generated by simple
underlying theories based on gauge interactions and fer-
mionic matter. Such theories are being studied on the
lattice; thus the exercise we perform in this work is essential
for lattice studies to calculate the relevant low energy
constants that impact the physics of the composite Higgs.
This is, in our view, the constructive way to endow this
class of models with predictive power. Furthermore, the
templates we provide, together with a discussion of the
counting of each class of spurions, i.e. fermion mass terms,
gauge couplings, and top Yukawas, are the relevant build-
ing blocks for the extension of effective theories up to
NLO. The utility of this tool goes beyond composite-Higgs
models, but can be applied to any class of models based on
composite dynamics.
After a general discussion, we specialized our results to
the simplest case based on SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ. We discuss in
detail the issue of the vacuum misalignment, which is
generated by operators containing the spurions associated
with SM interactions. One of our main results has been to
find a general set of functions of the fields that allow us to
study in a model-independent way the vacuum alignment
together with the masses and couplings involving the Higgs
and the additional singlet. We also defined the most general
embedding of the elementary tops in representations of
SU(4) with up to two indices (as they are generated in
underlying theories). This allowed us to clarify misunder-
standings present in the literature about the properties of the
singlet η. Our general results show that a vacuum expect-
ation value for the singlet is not physical, unless explicit
sources of CP violation are present in the theory. Any
apparent misalignment in the singlet direction can be
removed either by removing unphysical phases in the
underlying theory or by redefining the EW-preserving
vacuum around which the theory is constructed.
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APPENDIX A: SPURIONIC OPERATORS
INVOLVED IN THE COMPOSITE-HIGGS
POTENTIAL
In this appendix, we classify all the operators, up to
NLO, that contribute to the NGB potential at tree level.14
We specialize the classification of the generic spurionic
operators (see Sec. II B and Appendix C) to the three main
sources of explicit breaking relevant for composite-Higgs
models: a current mass for the underlying fermions, the
gauging of the EW symmetry and bilinear or linear
couplings (a` la partial compositeness) generating the top
quark Yukawa coupling. As we only consider tree-level
contributions, we use all spurions in Table IV except those
containing the elementary SM fermions and gauge bosons
(the latter appearing only in covariant derivatives due to
gauge invariance). Finally, specializing to the minimal
SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ coset discussed in Sec. III, we expand15
these operators and extract the field-independent part
relevant to determine the vacuum alignment.
Several points are worthwhile to remember at this point:
(i) Once the spurions are specified, their chiral counting
is fixed such that the general basis of nonderivative
operators involving up to four spurions contains
operators that appear beyond NLO. For instance all
of the operators involving three or four mass
spurions ΞA ¼ χ are subleading and should not be
added to our NLO analysis.
(ii) The underlying fundamental theory (see Sec. II C)
dictates the properties of the spurions. For instance,
the gauge spurion ΞAAdj ¼ gTAL (ΞAdj ¼ g0TY) as well
as the linear spurions can appear only in pairs in
order to respect the EW gauge symmetry.
14Sticking to the spirit of our analysis, we do not consider
operators containing elementary SM fields that may contribute to
the NGB potential at one-loop level.
15For simplicity, we assume that no explicit CP violation is
present in the underlying theory (see Sec. III D), i.e. that all
couplings are real.
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(iii) Some operators contain traces made only with
spurionic fields (no NGBmatrix, Σ). We will neglect
in general these subleading effects as we focus in
this analysis on the general form of the couplings.
A simple example is provided by the two following
operators associated with the bilinear spurion:
y2t f2Λ2HC
16π2
Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†α;
y4t f4
16π2
Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†αTr½PβP†β; ðA1Þ
where Λ2HC=ð16π2Þ ≃ f2. Thus, despite the large
number of operators present in the general classi-
fication of Appendix C, only a smaller set that
depends on the spurions under consideration is
relevant in practice. On the other hand, several
spurions may transform in the same representation
of flavor increasing the number of operators com-
pared to the ones listed in Appendix C.
1. Current mass and gauge spurions
Let us start with the operators containing only the mass
and gauge spurions. These operators are already well
known in QCD and can then be used to check the
completeness of our classification.
a. Current mass
We first consider the operators containing only the mass
spurion, ΞA ¼ χ. The latter enters in the chiral expansion at
Oðp2Þ, resulting in the three following classes of operators
up to NLO:
(i) Only one spurion ΞA or Ξ
†
A (class χ).
(ii) Two spurions Ξ2A, Ξ
†2
A , or ΞAΞ
†
A (class χ
2).
(iii) One spurion ΞA or Ξ†A and two derivatives
(class χD2).
The corresponding operators are displayed in Tables V
and VI. Note that the derivative operators (see Appendix C)
as well as the contact terms (with traces made of spurions
only) have been included in order to check the complete-
ness of our basis with Eq. (8).
TABLE V. Nonderivative operators up to NLO that contain the mass spurion ΞA ¼ χ and/or the gauge spurions ΞAdj ¼ gTAL; g0TY in
the pseudoreal case. The operators can be grouped according to different classes depending on whether they contain only the mass
spurion, only the gauge spurions, or both kinds of spurions. The gauging of Uð1ÞY can be taken into account through the replacements
g → g0 and TAL → TY in the third column. Similarly, the same replacements hold in the last column with an additional factor of 3 less for
each factor g02 (operators of class g04, g2g02, and g02χ). When several orderings of the spurions lead to different operators, only one is
shown for each general form of operators as the others can easily be inferred from the table.
Class General form Operator Associated LEC SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ
χ Tr½ΞAΣ† þ H:c: Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ† B0 8B0ðm1 þm2Þ cos θ þ   
χ2 Tr½ΞAΞ†A Tr½χχ† H2   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: Tr½χΣ†χΣ† þ Σχ†Σχ† L8 8B20½ðm1 −m2Þ2
þðm1 þm2Þ2 cosð2θÞ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†A Tr½χΣ†Tr½Σχ† L6;7 16B20ðm1 þm2Þ2 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†2 þ H:c: Tr½χΣ†2 þ Tr½Σχ†2 L6;7 32B20ðm1 þm2Þ2 cos2 θ þ   
g2, g02 Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† g2Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ† Kg0 − 32 g2 cos2 θ þ   
g4, g04; g2g02 Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†2 g4Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†2    94 g4 cos4 θ þ   
Tr½Ξ3AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† g4Tr½TALTALTBLΣðTBLÞTΣ†    − 98 g4 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½Ξ2AdjΣðΞTAdjÞ2Σ† g4Tr½TALTALΣðTBLÞTðTBLÞTΣ†    98 g4 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† g4Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†TBLΣðTBLÞTΣ†    98 g4 cos4 θ þ   
g2χ; g02χ Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½Ξ2Adj þ H:c: g2Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ†Tr½TALTAL Kg7 12B0g2ðm1 þm2Þ cos θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†þH:c: g2Tr½χΣ†þΣχ†Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ† Kg8 12B0g2ðm1þm2Þcosθ sin2 θþ 
Tr½ΞAΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: g2Tr½ðχΣ† þ Σχ†ÞTALTAL Kg9 6B0g2m1 cos θ þ   
g02Tr½ðχΣ† þ Σχ†ÞTYTY  Kg09 2B0g02m2 cos θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: g2Tr½χðTALÞTΣ†TAL þ H:c: Kg10;11 −6B0g2m1 cos θ þ   
g02Tr½χTTYΣ†TY  þ H:c: Kg010;11 −2B0g02m2 cos θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: g2Tr½χΣ†TALΣðTALÞTΣ† þ H:c: Kg10;11 −3B0 cos θ½ðm1 −m2Þþðm1 þm2Þ cosð2θÞ þ   
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b. Gauge spurion
We now include both the mass and gauge spurions,
ΞAAdj ¼ gTAL and ΞAdj ¼ g0TY . The latter enter in the
chiral expansion at order OðpÞ, and the resulting
four classes (including the mixed operators involving
both mass and gauge spurions) of operators corre-
spond to
(i) Two spurions Ξ2Adj (classes g2 and g02).
(ii) Four spurions Ξ4Adj (classes g4, g04, and g2g02).
(iii) Two spurions Ξ2Adj and two derivatives (classes g2D2
and g02D2).
(iv) One spurion ΞA or Ξ
†
A and two spurions Ξ2Adj
(classes g2χ and g02χ).
As already mentioned, in order to check the consistency
of our classification, the derivative operators as well as
contact terms (see Refs. [68,69]) have also been
included. All of the operators corresponding to the
above classes are reported in Tables V and VI, while
those associated with the gauging of Uð1ÞY can be
obtained from g → g0 and TAL → TY . Furthermore, the
expansion of the operator gives the same result as for
the SU(2) spurion but with an additional factor of 1=3,
except when explicitly listed in the tables.
2. Top quark spurions
We now discuss the spurions generating the top mass:
in the following, we consider a bilinear coupling as well
as linear couplings a` la partial compositeness. For the
linear top coupling cases with antisymmetric and adjoint
spurions there are more than one possible spurion
embedding, and we use the general linear combinations
defined in Eqs (34) and (36).
a. Bilinear coupling
The four classes of nonderivative operators involving the
top bilinear spurion Ξα;†A ¼ ytPα correspond to
(i) Two top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ (class y2t ).
(ii) Four top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ2 (class y4t ).
(iii) Two top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ and one mass spurion ΞA
or Ξ†A (class y2t χ).
(iv) Two top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ and two gauge spurions
Ξ2Adj (classes y2t g2 and y2t g02),
where the two last classes involved mixed operators with
two different spurions. All of the operators, up to NLO, that
contribute to the NGB potential at tree level and involve the
top bilinear spurion are listed in Table VII.
b. Linear coupling in the fundamental
representation
The three classes of operators involving the linear
spurions in the fundamental representation ΞαF ¼ ytLPαq
and ΞF ¼ ytRPt correspond to
(i) Four top spurions ðΞFΞ†FÞ2 (classes y2tLy2tR and y4tL;R).
(ii) Two top spurions ðΞFΞ†FÞ and one mass spurion ΞA
or Ξ†A (classes y2tL;Rχ).
(iii) Two top spurions ðΞFΞ†FÞ and two gauge spurions
Ξ2Adj (classes y2tL;Rg
2 and y2tL;Rg
02).
The operators, belonging to the three preceding classes are
listed in Table VIII.
c. Linear coupling in the adjoint representation
The four classes of operators involving the linear
spurions in the adjoint representation ΞαAdj ¼ ytLPαq and
ΞAdj ¼ ytRPt correspond to
TABLE VI. Same as in Table V but for the derivative operators. The covariant derivatives involve the gauge spurions ΞμAdj ¼
gTALW
A
μ þ g0TYBμ such that mixed operators belong to the class D2χ.
Class General form Operator Associated LEC
χD2 Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½DμΣðDμΣÞ† þ H:c: Tr½χΣ† þ Σχ†Tr½DμΣðDμΣÞ† L4
Tr½ΞAΣ†DμΣðDμΣÞ† þ H:c: Tr½ðχΣ† þ Σχ†ÞDμΣðDμΣÞ† L5
Tr½ΞAðD2ΣÞ† þ H:c: Tr½χðD2ΣÞ† þ ðD2ΣÞχ† þ H:c: equations of motion
g2D2 Tr½ðDμΣÞ†ðDμΣÞTr½Ξ2Adj f2g216π2 Tr½ðDμΣÞ†ðDμΣÞTr½TALTAL K
g
1
Tr½ðDμΣÞ†ðDμΣÞTr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† f2g216π2 Tr½ðDμΣÞ†ðDμΣÞTr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ† K
g
2
Tr½ΞAdjðDμΣÞΣ†Tr½ΞAdjðDμΣÞΣ† f2g2
16π2
Tr½TALðDμΣÞΣ†Tr½TALðDμΣÞΣ† K
g
3;4
Tr½Ξ2AdjðDμΣÞðDμΣÞ† f2g216π2 Tr½TALTALðDμΣÞðDμΣÞ† K
g
5
Tr½ΞAdjðDμΣÞðDμΣÞ†ΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: f2g216π2 Tr½TALðDμΣÞðDμΣÞ†ΣðTALÞTΣ† þ H:c: K
g
6
Tr½ðDμΞAdjÞðDμΣÞΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: f2g216π2 Tr½ðDμTALÞðDμΣÞðTALÞTΣ† þ H:c: K
g
12
Tr½ðDμΞAdjÞΣðDμΞAdjÞTΣ† f2g2
16π2
Tr½ðDμTALÞΣðDμTALÞTΣ† K
g
13
Tr½ðDμΞAdjÞðDμΞAdjÞ f2g2
16π2
Tr½ðDμTALÞðDμTALÞ K
g
14
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TABLE VII. Nonderivative operators up to NLO involving the top bilinear spurion Ξα;†A ¼ ytPα and contributing to the scalar
potential. Also shown are the mixed operators involving the top bilinear spurion and the gauge or the mass spurion. When not explicitly
written, the Uð1ÞY contributions are obtained by the following replacements g → g0 and TAL → TY in the third column and similarly in the
last column with a factor of 3 less. When several orderings of the spurions lead to different operators, only one is shown for each general
form of operators as the others can easily be inferred from the table.
Class General form Operator SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ
y2t Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†A y2tTr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†α y2t sin2 θ þ   
y4t ðTr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†AÞ2 y4t ðTr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†αÞ2 y4t sin4 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†AΣΞ†A þ H:c: y4tTr½PαΣ†Tr½PβΣ†Tr½ΣP†αΣP†β þ H:c: y4t sin4 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAΞ†AΣΞ†A þ H:c: y4tTr½PαΣ†Tr½PβP†αΣP†β þ H:c: 34 y4t sin2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†AΣΞ†A y4tTr½PαΣ†PβΣ†Tr½ΣP†αΣP†β 14 y4t sin4 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΞ†AΣΞ†A y4tTr½PαΣ†PβP†αΣP†β − 18 y4t cosð2θÞ þ   
y2t χ Tr½ΞA1Σ†ΞA2Ξ†A2  þ H:c: y2tTr½χΣ†PαP
†
α þ H:c: 2y2t B0ðm1 þm2Þ cos θ þ   
Tr½ΞA1Σ†Tr½ΞA2Σ†Tr½ΣΞ†A2  þ H:c: y2tTr½χΣ†Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP
†
α þ H:c: 8y2t B0ðm1 þm2Þ cos θ sin2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞA2Σ†Tr½ΣΞ†A1ΣΞ
†
A2
 þ H:c: y2tTr½PαΣ†Tr½Σχ†ΣP†α þ H:c: 4y2t B0ðm1 þm2Þ cos θ sin2 θ þ   
y2t g2 Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†αTr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ† − 38 y2t g2 sin2ð2θÞ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjTr½ΣΞ†AΞAdj y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†TALTr½ΣP†αTAL 316 y2t g2 sin2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†AΞ2Adj þ H:c: y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†αTALTAL þ H:c: 34 y2t g2 sin2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½Ξ†AΞAdjΣΞTAdj þ H:c: y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†Tr½P†αTALΣðTALÞT  þ H:c: 0
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†AΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†αΣðTALÞTΣ†TAL þ H:c: − 38 y2t g2 sin2ð2θÞ þ   
Tr½ΞAΞTAdjΞ†AΞAdj y2t g2Tr½PαðTALÞTP†αTAL 0
Tr½ΞAΞ†AΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: y2t g2Tr½PαP†αTALΣðTALÞTΣ† þ H:c: − 34 y2t g2 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†AΞAdj y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†TALΣP†αTAL 0
Tr½ΞAΣ†Ξ2AdjΣΞ†A y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†TALTALΣP†α 38 y2t g2 þ   
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†AΣΞTAdjΣ† y2t g2Tr½PαΣ†TALΣP†αΣðTALÞTΣ† − 332 y2t g2 sin2ð2θÞ þ   
TABLE VIII. Same as in Table VII but for linear spurions in the fundamental representation, namely ΞαF ¼ ytLPαQ and ΞF ¼ ytRPt.
Class General form Operator SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ
y2tLy
2
tR ; y
4
tL;R Tr½ΞF · ΞTFΣ†Tr½ΣΞF · Ξ†F y2tLy2tRTr½PαQ · PTt Σ†Tr½ΣPQα · P†t  −y2tLy2tR sin2 θ þ   
y4tLTr½PαQ · PβTQ Σ†Tr½ΣPQβ · P†Qα 2y4tL cos2 θ þ   
y4tRTr½Pt · PTt Σ†Tr½ΣPt · P†t  0
y2tL;Rχ Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞF · Ξ†F þ H:c: y2tLTr½χΣ†PαQ · P†Qα þ H:c: 8y2tLm1B0 cos θ þ   
y2tRTr½χΣ†Pt · P†t  þ H:c: 4y2tRm2B0 cos θ þ   
y2tL;Rg
2 Tr½ΣΞTAdjΞTAdjΣ†ΞF · Ξ†F y2tLg2Tr½ΣðTALÞTðTALÞTΣ†PαQ · P†Qα 32 y2tLg2 cos2 θ þ   
y2tLg
02Tr½ΣTTYTTYΣ†PαQ · P†Qα 12 y2tLg02 sin2 θ þ   
y2tRg
2Tr½ΣðTALÞTðTALÞTΣ†Pt · P†t  34 y2tRg2 sin2 θ þ   
y2tRg
02Tr½ΣTTYTTYΣ†Pt · P†t  14 y2tRg02 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞF · Ξ†F þ H:c: y2tLg2Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†PαQ · P†Qα þ H:c: −3y2tLg2 cos2 θ þ   
y2tLg
02Tr½TYΣTTYΣ†PαQ · P†Qα þ H:c: 0
y2tRg
2Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†Pt · P†t  þ H:c: 0
y2tRg
02Tr½TYΣTTYΣ†Pt · P†t  þ H:c: − 12 y2tRg02 cos2 θ þ   
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(i) Two top spurions Ξ2Adj (classes y2tL;R).
(ii) Four top spurions Ξ4Adj (classes y2tLy
2
tR and y
4
tL;R).
(iii) Two top spurions Ξ2Adj and one mass spurion ΞA or
Ξ†A (classes y2tL;Rχ).
(iv) Two top spurions Ξ2Adj and two gauge spurions
Ξ2Adj (classes y2tL;Rg
2 and y2tL;Rg
02).
The operators, belonging to the preceding classes are listed
in Table IX.
d. Linear coupling in the symmetric
representation
The three classes of operators involving the linear
spurions in the symmetric representation ΞαS ¼ ytLPαq and
ΞS ¼ ytRPt correspond to
(i) Four top spurions ðΞSΞ†SÞ2 (classes y2tLy2tR and y4tL;R).
(ii) Two top spurions ðΞSΞ†SÞ and one mass spurion ΞA
or Ξ†A (classes y2tL;Rχ).
(iii) Two top spurions ðΞSΞ†SÞ and two gauge spurions
Ξ2Adj (classes y2tL;Rg
2 and y2tL;Rg
02).
The operators, belonging to the three preceding classes, are
listed in Table X.
e. Linear coupling in the antisymmetric
representation
Finally, the four classes of operators involving the linear
spurions in the antisymmetric representation ΞαA ¼ ytLPαq
and ΞA ¼ ytRPt correspond to
(i) Two top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ (classes y2tL;R).
(ii) Four top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ2 (classes y2tLy2tR and y4tL;R).
(iii) Two top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ and one mass spurion ΞA
or Ξ†A (classes y2tL;Rχ).
(iv) Two top spurions ðΞAΞ†AÞ and two gauge spurions
Ξ2Adj (classes y2tL;Rg
2 and y2tL;Rg
02).
The operators, belonging to the preceding classes, are listed
in Table XI.
TABLE X. Same as in Table VII but for linear spurions in the symmetric representation, namely ΞαS ¼ ytLPαQ and
ΞS ¼ ytRPt.
Class General form Operator SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ
y4tL;R ; y
2
tLy
2
tR Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†SΣΞ†S y4tLTr½PαQΣ†PβQΣ†Tr½ΣP†QαΣP†Qβ y4tL sin4 θ þ   
y4tRTr½PtΣ†PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†tΣP†t  y4tR cos4 θ þ   
y2tLy
2
tRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†QαΣP†t  y2tLy2tR sin2 θ cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΞ†SΣΞ†S þ H:c: y4tLTr½PαQΣ†PβQP†QαΣP†Qβ þ H:c: −y4tL cosð2θÞ þ   
y4tLTr½PαQΣ†PβQP†QβΣP†Qα þ H:c: y4tLð1þ sin2 θÞ þ   
y4tRTr½PtΣ†PtP†tΣP†t  þ H:c: y4tR cos2 θ þ   
y2tLy
2
tRTr½PαQΣ†PtP†QαΣP†t  þ H:c: − 12 y2tLy2tR sin2 θ þ   
y2tLy
2
tRTr½PαQΣ†PtP†tΣP†Qα þ H:c: y2tLy2tR þ   
y2tL;Rχ Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞSΞ†S þ H:c: y2tLTr½χΣ†PαQP†Qα þ H:c: 4y2tLB0ðm1 þm2Þ cos θ þ   
y2tRTr½χΣ†PtP†t  þ H:c: 4y2tRB0m2 cos θ þ   
y2tL;Rg
2, y2tL;Rg
02 Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞAdjTr½ΣΞ†SΞAdj y2tLg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALTr½ΣP†QαTAL 38 y2tLg2 sin2 θ þ   
y2tRg
2Tr½PtΣ†TALTr½ΣP†t TAL 0
y2tRg
02Tr½PtΣ†TY Tr½ΣP†t TY  12 y2tRg02 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞSΞ†SΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: y2tLg2Tr½PαQP†QαTALΣTATL Σ† þ H:c: − 32 y2tLg2 cos2 θ þ   
y2tRg
2Tr½PtP†t TALΣTATL Σ† þ H:c: 0
y2tRg
02Tr½PtP†t TYΣTTYΣ† þ H:c: − 12 y2tRg02 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†SΞAdj y2tLg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALΣP†QαTAL 0
y2tRg
2Tr½PtΣ†TALΣP†t TAL 0
y2tRg
02Tr½PtΣ†TYΣP†t TY  14 y2tRg02 cos2 θ þ   
Tr½ΞSΣ†Ξ2AdjΣΞ†S y2tLg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALTALΣP†Qα 34 y2tLg2 þ   
y2tRg
2Tr½PtΣ†TALTALΣP†t  34 y2tRg2 sin2 θ þ   
y2tRg
02Tr½PtΣ†TYTYΣP†t  14 y2tRg02 cos2 θ þ   
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APPENDIX B: SPURIONIC OPERATORS
GENERATING THE TOP-QUARK MASS
In this appendix we list the operators up to NLO that
contribute to the top mass at tree level. We consider a
bilinear top coupling as well as linear couplings in the
fundamental, adjoint, symmetric, or antisymmetric repre-
sentations. These operators also generate the top quark
couplings to the pNGBs and in particular, the ηtt¯ coupling
as discussed in Sec. III D for the SUð4Þ=Spð4Þ case. Let
us remind the reader that our classification corresponds to
a pseudoreal coset while the real case can easily be
obtained in a similar way as explained in Sec. II. In order
to isolate the contributions to the top mass, we use all
spurions in Table IV except those involving SM gauge
bosons. Indeed, the latter can only appear in covariant
derivatives.
In addition to the points outlined in Appendix A, it is
worthwhile to notice that
(i) The top quark spurions containing elementary fer-
mions generate corrections to their kinetic term. For
instance, the generic operator Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†A
cannot contribute to the top mass. However, in
the case of a bilinear coupling it leads to the two
following operators:
y2t f2
Λ2HC
Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†βðq¯Lα=DqβLÞ;
y2t f2
Λ2HC
Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†αðt¯R=DtRÞ: ðB1Þ
We do not include these kinds of operators in our
analysis.
(ii) In the same way, four-fermion operators are in
general generated. Using the same generic operator
as before, we obtain in the bilinear case the follow-
ing operator:
y2t f2
Λ4HC
Tr½PαΣ†Tr½ΣP†βðq¯LαtRÞðt¯RqβLÞ: ðB2Þ
Again, we do not include these kinds of operators in
our analysis.
The number of operators is again drastically reduced
compared to those present in the generic classification of
Appendix C.
1. Bilinear coupling
For a bilinear top spurion, we get four different classes of
operators that contribute at tree level to the top mass:
(i) Only one top spurion ΞA (class yt).
(ii) Three top spurions ΞAðΞAΞ†AÞ (class y3t ).
(iii) One top spurion ΞA and one mass spurion ΞA or Ξ†A
(class ytχ).
(iv) One top spurion ΞA and two gauge spurions Ξ2Adj
(classes ytg2, ytg02).
The operators belonging to the preceding classes are
displayed in Table XII.
2. Linear coupling in the fundamental representation
For a linear top coupling transforming in the fundamen-
tal representation, the operators contributing at tree level to
the top mass organize as follows:
(i) Two top spurions Ξ2F (class ytLytR).
(ii) Four top spurions Ξ2FðΞFΞ†FÞ (classes y3tLytR , ytLy3tR).
(iii) Two top spurions Ξ2F and one mass spurion ΞA or Ξ
†
A
(class ytLytRχ).
(iv) Two top spurions Ξ2F and two gauge spurions Ξ2Adj
(classes ytLytRg
2, ytLytRg
02).
They are listed in Table XIII.
TABLE XII. Nonderivative operators up to NLO involving the top bilinear spurions Ξ†A ¼ ytPαðQαtcÞ† and possibly Ξα;†A ¼ ytPα and
contributing to the tree-level top mass. Also shown are the mixed operators involving the top bilinear spurion and the gauge spurions or
the mass spurion. The Uð1ÞY contributions are obtained by the following replacements g → g0 and TAL → TY in the third column.
Class General form Operator
yt Tr½ΞAΣ† þ H:c: ytTr½PαΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
y3t Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΞ†A þ H:c: y3tTr½PαΣ†PβP†βðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†A þ H:c: y3tTr½PαΣ†Tr½PβΣ†Tr½ΣP†βðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: y3tTr½ΣP†βTr½PβΣ†PαΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytχ Tr½ΞA2Σ†Tr½ΣΞ†A1  ytTr½P
αΣ†Tr½Σχ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞA1Σ†Tr½ΞA2Σ† þ H:c: ytTr½χΣ†Tr½PαΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞA1Σ†ΞA2Σ† þ H:c: ytTr½χΣ†PαΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytg2, ytg02 Tr½ΞAΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: ytg2Tr½PαΣ†TALTALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytg2Tr½PαðTALÞTΣ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytg2Tr½PαΣ†Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytg2Tr½PαΣ†TALΣðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
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3. Linear coupling in the adjoint representation
For a linear top coupling transforming in the adjoint
representation, the operators contributing at tree level to the
top mass organize as follows:
(i) Two top spurions Ξ2Adj (class ytLytR).
(ii) Four top spurions Ξ4Adj (classes y3tLytR , ytLy
3
tR ).
(iii) Two top spurions Ξ2Adj and one mass spurion ΞA or
Ξ†A (class ytLytRχ).
(iv) Two top spurions Ξ2Adj and two gauge spurions Ξ2Adj
(classes ytLytRg
2, ytLytRg
02).
They are listed in Table XIV.
4. Linear coupling in the symmetric representation
For a linear top coupling transforming in the symmetric
representation, the operators contributing at tree level to the
top mass organize as follows:
(i) Two top spurions Ξ2S (class ytLytR).
(ii) Four top spurions Ξ2SðΞSΞ†SÞ (classes y3tLytR , ytLy3tR).
(iii) Two top spurions Ξ2S and one mass spurion ΞA or Ξ
†
A
(class ytLytRχ).
(iv) Two top spurions Ξ2S and two gauge spurions Ξ2Adj
(classes ytLytRg
2, ytLytRg
02).
They are listed in Table XV.
TABLE XIII. Same as in Table XII but for the linear spurions in the fundamental representation, namely ΞF ¼ ytLPαQQ†α and ΞF ¼
ytRPtt
c† and possibly the spurions ΞαF ¼ ytLPαQ and/or ΞF ¼ ytRPt.
Class General form Operator
ytLytR Tr½ΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
y3tLytR ; ytLy
3
tR Tr½ΞF · Ξ†FΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: y3tLytRTr½PβQ · P†QβPαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½Pt · P†t PαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRχ Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†PαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†Tr½PαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½Σχ†Tr½PαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRg
2, ytLytRg
02 Tr½ΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdjΞF · ΞTF  þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½ðTALÞTΣ†TALPαQ · PTt ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ2AdjΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½TALTALPαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞF · ΞTFΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQ · PTt Σ†Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞF · ΞTFΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†PαQ · PTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
TABLE XIV. Same as in Table XII but for the linear spurions in the adjoint representation, namely ΞAdj ¼ ytLPαQQ†α and ΞAdj ¼
ytRPtt
c† and possibly the spurions ΞαAdj ¼ ytLPαQ and/or ΞAdj ¼ ytRPt.
Class General form Operator
ytLytR Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† ytLytRTr½PαQΣPTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
y3tLytR ; ytLy
3
tR Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†2 y3tLytRTr½PαQΣPTt Σ†Tr½PβQΣPQβΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQΣPTt Σ†Tr½PtΣPtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ3AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† y3tLytRTr½PαQPtPβQΣPQβΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQPtPtΣPtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ2AdjΣΞTAdjΞTAdjΣ† y3tLytRTr½PαQPtΣPβTQ PQβΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQPtΣPTt PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† y3tLytRTr½PαQΣPTt Σ†PβQΣPQβΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQΣPTt Σ†PtΣPtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRχ Tr½ΞAΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†PαQPtðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χPαTQ Σ†PtðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†Tr½PαQΣPTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†PαQΣPTt Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRg
2 Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†2 ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣPTt Σ†Tr½TALΣðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ3AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† ytLytRg2Tr½PαQPtTALΣðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ2AdjΣΞTAdjΞTAdjΣ† ytLytRg2Tr½PαQPtΣðTALÞTðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣPTt Σ†TALΣðTALÞTΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
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TABLE XV. Same as in Table XII but for the linear spurions in the symmetric representation, namely ΞS ¼ ytLPαQQ†α and ΞS ¼
ytRPtt
c† and possibly the spurions ΞαS ¼ ytLPαQ and/or ΞS ¼ ytRPt.
Class General form Operator
ytLytR Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
y3tLytR Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†ΞSΞ†S þ H:c: y3tLytRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†PβQP†QβðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tR ytLy
3
tRTr½PtΣ†PtΣ†PαQP†t ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRχ Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΞ†A þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†Ptχ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½Σχ†Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†χΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRg
2; ytLytRg
02 Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞAdj2 þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALTr½PtΣ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†Tr½TALΣTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΞSΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALPtΣ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΞSΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALPtTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtTATL Σ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†TALTALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†TALΣTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
TABLE XVI. Same as in Table XII but for the linear spurions in the antisymmetric representation, namely ΞA ¼ ytLPαQQ†α and
ΞA ¼ ytRPttc† and possibly the spurions ΞαA ¼ ytLPαQ and/or ΞA ¼ ytRPt.
Class General form Operator
ytLytR Tr½ΞAΣ†2 þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
y3tLytR ; ytLy
3
tR Tr½ΞAΣ†3Tr½ΣΞ†A þ H:c: y3tLytRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†Tr½PβQΣ†Tr½ΣP†QβðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†Tr½PtΣ†Tr½ΣP†t ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: y3tLytRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½ΣP†QβTr½PβQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½ΣP†t Tr½PtΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΞ†A þ H:c: y3tLytRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PβQΣ†PtP†QβðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLy
3
tRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†PtP†t ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRχ Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΞ†A þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†Ptχ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†3 þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†Tr½χΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†A þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†Tr½Σχ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½χΣ†Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½Σχ†Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRTr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†χΣ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
ytLytRg
2; ytLytRg
02 Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†Tr½TALΣTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdj2 þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALTr½PtΣ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†TALTALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtTATL Σ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†Tr½TALΣTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†Tr½PtΣ†TALΣTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΞAΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALPtΣ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΞAΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†TALPtTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtTATL Σ†TALðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞAΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: ytLytRg2Tr½PαQΣ†PtΣ†TALΣTATL Σ†ðQαtcÞ† þ H:c:
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5. Linear coupling in the antisymmetric representation
Finally, for a linear top coupling transforming in the
antisymmetric representation, the operators contributing at
tree level to the top mass organize as follows:
(i) Two top spurions Ξ2A (class ytLytR ).
(ii) Four top spurions Ξ2AðΞAΞ†AÞ (classes y3tLytR , ytLy3tR).
(iii) Two top spurions Ξ2A and one mass spurion ΞA or Ξ
†
A
(class ytLytRχ).
(iv) Two top spurions Ξ2A and two gauge spurions Ξ2Adj
(classes ytLytRg
2, ytLytRg
02).
They are listed in Table XVI.
APPENDIX C: GENERIC CLASSIFICATION OF
SPURIONIC OPERATORS
The purpose of this appendix is to provide details about
the general classification discussed in Sec. II B. We derive a
complete set of nonderivative operators involving up to
four spurions in a two-index representation (ΞS=A and ΞAdj)
of the flavor symmetry. At the end of the appendix, we
outline how the discussion can be extended to derivative
operators.
This general set of operators can then be used, once the
explicit breaking sources are specified, to construct all the
operators up to NLO that explicitly break GF. Since only
the transformation properties under the global symmetry,
GF, are fixed, while the chiral counting as well as the
properties dictated by the UV theory are not yet imposed,
the classification below is completely general and can be
applied to a wide range of theories where spurions trans-
form in two-index representations.
A concrete application to composite-Higgs models is
presented in Sec. II C, and the details are reported in
Appendix A. The restriction to four spurions in the same
operator is justified by the chiral counting associated with
the composite-Higgs spurions. Indeed, in this specific
example, all spurions appear at least at order OðpÞ.16
To simplify the classification, instead of considering the
two-index spurions that transform differently under GF, we
TABLE XVII. Nonderivative operators involving three two-index spurions. As explained in the text, the operators divide into the three
following classes: Tr½X1Tr½X2Tr½X3, Tr½X1Tr½X2X3, and Tr½X1X2X3.
No Σ Linear in Σ Quadratic in Σ Three Σ
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞAdj Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=A þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†3 þ H:c:
Tr½ΞSΞ†AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½Ξ2Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†A þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ3Adj Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞS=AΞ†A=S þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†ΞS=AΞ†S=A þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†S=A þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞSΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†A þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ2AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
TABLE XVIII. Same as in Table XVII but for the operators involving four spurions and belonging to the classes
Tr½X1Tr½X2Tr½X3Tr½X4 or Tr½X1Tr½X2Tr½X3X4.
Quadratic in Σ Three Σ Four Σ
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=A þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†4 þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞS=AΞ†S=A Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†3Tr½ΣΞ†A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½Ξ2Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†A2
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½Ξ2Adj Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†2Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†ATr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
16Except for the partial-compositeness spurions with no
elementary fields where ytLP
α
Q and ytRPt appear at Oð
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p Þ.
However, as discussed in Sec. II C 3, one can still restrict to four
spurions.
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construct objects (see Table II) transforming in the sameway
asXi→gXig† whereXi ¼ fΞS=AΣ†;ΣΞ†S=A;ΞAdj;ΣΞTAdjΣ†g.
As explained in Sec. II B, we restrict to the pseudoreal case
[coset SUðNFÞ=SpðNFÞ] since the real case [coset
SUðNFÞ=SOðNFÞ] is easily recovered via ΞS ↔ ΞA. The
general procedure is as follows: we first divide the operators
according to the number of spurions and flavor traces.
Then, we construct all the possible combinations involving
the objects Xi. Using the cyclic properties of the traces
as well as the symmetry properties of the spurions (trans-
positions, traceless), we remove some redundant operators.
As an example, in the case of two spurions we have
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΣΞTAdjΣ† ¼∓ Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj. The operators
involving one and two spurions are listed in Table III, the
ones with three spurions in Table XVII, and the ones with
four spurions in Tables XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI.
TABLE XIX. Same as in Table XVII but for the operators involving four spurions and belonging to the classes Tr½X1Tr½X2X3X4 or
Tr½X1X2Tr½X3X4.
No Σ Linear in Σ Quadratic in Σ
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=A2 Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=ATr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞ†Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΞ†AdjTr½ΞAdjΞ†Adj Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=ATr½ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=ATr½Ξ2Adj Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjTr½Ξ2Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΞA=SΞ†A=S þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ2Adj2 Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½Ξ2Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†A=SΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=ATr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½Ξ3Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjTr½ΣΞ†S=AΞAdj
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjTr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjTr½ΣΞ†AdjΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj2 þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ2AdjTr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†AdjΞA=SΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†AdjΣΞ†A=S þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞ†AdjΣΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΞ2Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½Ξ†S=AΞAdjΣΞTAdj þ H:c:
Three Σ Four Σ
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†S=A
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†AdjΣΞ†Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†A=SΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjTr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†2
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†S=A þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†A=S þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½ΣΞ†S=AΣΞ†A=SΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†2 þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Tr½Ξ2AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
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Finally, let us discuss howwe can extend the above basis of
nonderivative operators to derivative ones. As by definition
the covariant derivatives transform like the fields themselves,
it is trivial to construct objects such asDμXi orD2Xi with the
desired properties of transformations. From these objects, one
can follow the procedure described previously. In general, we
get a large number of operators and some of them are
redundant. They can be eliminated [92] using
TABLE XX. Same as in Table XVII but for the operators involving four spurions and belonging to the class Tr½X1X2X3X4.
No Σ Linear in Σ Quadratic in Σ
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞS=AΞ†S=A Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½Ξ4Adj Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞ†S=AΣΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞ2Adj Tr½ΞS=AΣ†Ξ3Adj þ H:c: Tr½Ξ3AdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
Tr½ΞS=AΞTAdjΞ†S=AΞAdj Tr½ΞS=AΞTAdjΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c: Tr½Ξ2AdjΣΞTAdjΞTAdjΣ†
Tr½ΞAdjΞ†S=AΞAdjΞ†A=S Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞ†A=SΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΞ†AdjΞAdjΞ†Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΞ†S=AΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΞ†AdjΞ2Adj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΞ†A=SΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΞS=AΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΞTAdjΞ†AdjΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΞ†A=SΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†S=AΞAdj
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†A=SΞA=SΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†Ξ2AdjΣΞ†S=A
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΞA=SΞ†A=S þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΞ†A=S þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΞ†A=SΞA=SΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞS=AΞ†A=SΣΞ†Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†S=AΣΞ†A=SΞA=SΣ†
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞS=AΞ†A=S þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†Ξ2Adj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΞ†A=SΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΞAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΞA=SΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†AdjΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞAdjΣ†Ξ2AdjΣΞ†Adj þ H:c:
Three Σ Four Σ
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†S=A þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†S=AΣΞTAdjΣ†
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†Ξ2AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c: Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΞA=SΣ† þ H:c: Tr½ΞAdjΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†AdjΣΞTAdjΣ† þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†A=S þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞS=AΣ†ΞAdj þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†S=A þ H:c:
Tr½ΞS=AΣ†ΞA=SΣ†ΞAdjΣΞ†A=S þ H:c:
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Tr½ðDμA1ÞA2   An þ    þ A1A2    ðDμAnÞ
¼ ∂μTr½A1A2   An ¼ 0; ðC1Þ
where A1   An → gA1   Ang†. Note that it is enough to
restrict to two derivatives in order to get all theNLOoperators
in composite-Higgs models.
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